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Introduction. Let X be a hyperbolic system with the diagonal principal
part
[%(*, X, D
x
) 0 1
(1) X=Dt-\ ••. \+{bak{t,X,Dx)).
L 0 λ,(/( X, Dx)\
In order to consider the propagation of singularities of solutions of an equation
XU(t)=0, we frequently employ a method of constructing the fundamental
solution E(ty s) and investigating its properties. In Kumano-go-Taniguchi-
Tozaki [11] and Kumano-go-Taniguchi [10] the fundamental solution E(t, s)
of the hyperbolic system X has been constructed in the form
( 2) E(t, s) = I
φ
{t, , )+£ h{t, θ){W*iθ, s)
+ Σ ( T - \'V~2W
Φ
iθ, tJWtfr, t2) .»
V = 2 J sJs Js
X Wrφ(ί
v
-
ι
, ί ) Λ
w
 - dt
λ
}dθ (t
o
=θ),
where /
φ
(ί, s) and W+{t, s) are /x/ matrices of Fourier integral operators P
φ
(t, s)
denned by P
φ
(t9 s)u=\eiφ^tιx^p(t9 s; x, ξ)ύ(ξ)dξ. The expression (2) is
obtained by constructing, first, an approximate fundamental solution I
φ
(ty s)
and next applying the method of the successive approximation. When we
want to derive some properties of E(ty s) from (2), it is necessary to estimate
the multi-product
( 3 ) Qy,+ι=PltΦP2tφ2 ••• P v + 1 > Φ v + i
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of Fourier integral operators P
 jtφr In the present paper, we will show an esti-
mate of Q
v + 1 and apply it to reduce E(t, s) of (2) to a finite sum expression
E(t, s) = Wl{t, ί ) + Σ (' Γ 1.- \'v'2 W°
v
^(t, t
u
 .-., ί
v
_i, s)dt^ - dt,
V 2 J J J
when the operator (1) is involutive. The expression (4) gives us information
on the propagation of singularities.
Let S™
δ
 (—oo<^<oo, O ^ δ ^ p ^ l , δ < l ) denote a class of symbols^(tf, f)
of pseudo-differential operators in Rn which is defined in Definition 1.1 of
Chap. 2 in [8], and set S?=S?tl.p for 1/2^/^1, S p > U S p f f l δ and S—=Γ\S?.
m tn
The class S™8 is a Frέchet space with semi-norms
( 5 ) 1*1*?,,= max
where p%(x, ξ)=βξDξp(x, ξ), Z)? = ( - * ) ' ^ and <|>= V T + J I ? (c f §1 o f
Chap. 2 and (1.13) of Chap. 7 in [8]). Let 3>P(τ, /) ( 0 ^ τ < l , lβ£p£l, 1=0,
1, 2, •••) be the class of phase functions φ(x, ξ) such that J(x, ξ) = φ(x, ξ)—X'ξ
(x-ζ=Xιξι+' '+xJζ.) satisfy ygjeSJ-'-' for \a\ + \β\£2 and
where α+—max(α, 0) for a real α. We set 5> p(τ)=5> p(τ, 0). For Φ(Λ?, | ) G
^ ( T ) and )^(x, |)e*Sp^
δ
 we define a Fourier integral operator Pφ—p
φ
(X, D
x
)
with phase function φ(xy ξ) and symbol σ(Pφ)—p{x, ξ) by
= J /or
Here, dξ=(2π)~ndξ, S is the Schwartz space of rapidly decreasing functions
on i?n and $(£)=l e~iχm^u{x)dx is the Fourier transform of u(x). In (7) P
φ
 is
a pseudo-differential operator when φ(x, ξ)=x ξ. In this case we write Pφ=
pφ(X, D
x
) simply by P=p(X, D
x
) and we often say that P is a pseudo-differ-
ential operator in S?ti. For pj(xy J ) E 5 P ^ (7=1, 2, •••) we say that {pj} is
bounded in {S?J} if the set {|pj\(Γj2) of semi-norms \pj\TJ2 is bounded for
any l
λ
 and /2.
Concerning the multi-products of Fourier integral operators the following
is shown in Kumano-go-Taniguchi [10] for the case p>l/2 1 }.
Let φj(x, ξ) belong to &9{τ}) and let Pj(x, ξ) belong to S^ (j=l, 2, ...).
Suppose that
1) Their proof is also valid for ,0 = 1/2.
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CO
(*) Σ τj^τ° for some positive constant τ° and for Jj(x, ξ) = φj(x, ξ)—x ξ the
set {Jj$lTj} ίs bounded in SJ"1*1 when \a+β\^2.
Then, for any v the multi-product Q
v
+i of (3) is a Fourier integral operator J2V+I,ΦV+
with a phase function Φ
v
+i(#, ξ) in S>P(COΨV+1) ( ^ V + I = T I + T 2 H \-τv+1) for some
constant c0 and with a symbol qv+1(x, ξ) in S™v+1 for mv+1=mι-\-m2-] mv+1. (c.f.
Theorem 2.3 of [10]).
The result we want to show on ζ?
v
+i of (3) is the following:
Theorem 1. Suppose that φj(xy ξ) belongs to 3?P(τjy 70), j = l , 2, ••-, and
(*) holds, where J
o
 is an integer determined only by p and n. Then, for each bounded
set {pj} in {S™'} there exists a constant C
o
 such that the set {C0"v^v+1} is bounded
CO
in {S jΓv+1} if we assume Σ I &*/1 < °° •
y=i
Concerning estimates of multi-products (3) Kumano-go-Taniguchi [10] gave
only operator norms in Sobolev spaces, but they did not show estimates of
symbols. To obtain their estimates they used essentially asymptotic expansions
of products of Fourier integral operators, and it seems to us that it is almost
impossible to obtain the estimates including the case p=\j2.
In order to prove Theorem 1 we must employ a method completely differ-
ent from [10]. First we show the fact that there exist pseudo-differential opera-
tors R and Rr in S°p such that
(8) \*φRIφ
{ Iφ*R Iφ — 1
hold for a phase function φ(x, ξ) in S ^ T , l0) if r is small enough, where 7Ψ
[resp. Iφ*] is the Fourier [resp. conjugate Fourier] integral operator with phase
function φ(x, ξ) and symbol 1. Then, the multi-product (3) can be written in
the form
r i
I ii
) Qv+i = PΊPi- Pί+1/ , + 1 ,
) Ov+^/φ^PΓP^ Pίίi
with pseudo-differential operators PJ and PJ 7 in S™j ( /=1, 2, •••). Thus, the
problem to estimate the symbol q^+i(x, ξ) of a multi-product QV+I=£?V+I,ΦV+1 of
Fourier integral operators is reduced to the problem of obtaining an estimate
of a multi-product of pseudo-differential operators. Therefore, it is the key
point in the proof of Theorem 1 to show the existence of pseudo-differential
operators R and R' verifying (8). To show their existence, it is necessary
to obtain a sharp estimate of symbols of multi-products of pseudo-differential
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operators. Our theorem concerning multi-products of pseudo-differential
operators is the following.
Theorem 2. Let O ^ δ ^ p ^ l , δ < l and let pj(x, ξ)<=SmPJt8y j=l, 2, •••.
Consider the multi-product
(10) βv+i = P Λ ί\+i
of Pj=pj(X, D
x
). Denote by #
v
+i(#> ζ) the symbol of jjv+i Then, there exists
CO
a constant A determined only by δ and n such that M = 2 |wzy|<°° and the
boundedness of {pj} in {SΐfB} imply the boundedness of {C0~v#v+1} in
1) with
(11) C0 = f Z ί ι ,
for
(12) l0 = [»/(l-δ)+l]
Since the (i/+l)-st power P v + 1 of a pseudo-differential operator P with
symbol/>(#, ξ) in *Sp°ίδ satisfies
(13)
 v
we get immediately
Theorem 3. Assume that p{x, ξ) in *Sp
δ
 satisfies
(14)
for the constant A in Theorem 2. Then, the inverse Q of the operator I—P ex-
ists and is a pseudo-differential operator in SQP δ represented by the Neumann series
The existence of R and Rr in (8) is derived by applying Theorem 3 to
Iφ*Iφ—I and Iφlφ*—/. Concerning the estimate of multi-products of pseudo-
differential operators Kumano-go obtained in [6] a semi-norm estimate
(15) lίmlfeΰ^σ,,,^.
The estimate (15) is effectively used for the construction of the fundamental
solution of a parabolic equation (see, for example, § 4 of Chap. 7 in [8]) and
also used for the L2-boundedness of a pseudo-differential operator (see [6]).
But the estimate (15) is not sufficient for the proof of the convergence of the
CO
Neumann series Σ P V . Hence, we need the estimate (13) sharper than (15).
Using this estimate (13) we prove the convergence of the Neumann series.
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We like to emphasize that by virtue of Theorem 2 the inverse of a pseudo-
differential operator may be obtained only by the symbol calculus when (14)
is satisfied. In [1] Beals has proved that the inverse of a pseudo-differential
operator is also a pseudo-differential operator, but he showed it by a discussion
in Sobolev spaces, not by the symbol calculus. In Appendix of [8] Kumano-go
has given another proof of the convergence of Neumann series by using the
commutator theory and the symbol calculus.
Now, we return to the problem of the reduction of the fundamental
solution E(t, s) of (2) for X to the expression (4). Let Λf°([0, T] £?((*)))
[resp. M([0, T]; S?((k)))] be the set of symbols p(t, x, ξ) such that p$](t, x, ξ)
[resp. dlp[$](t, x, ξ) for any γ] are bounded in S*"1*1 for any fe[0, T] when
\a\ + \β\ ^k; and we also set M°([0, T]; S?) = M°([0, T]; SPm((0))) and
Λf([0, T]; S?)=M([0, T]; S?((0))) (for details, see Definition 2.4 and Defini-
tion 3.1). In the present paper, we shall consider a system (1) under the
following condition (I) or (II).
(I) The characteristic roots X
m
(t, x, ξ) belong to M°([0, T]; *SJ((2)))Π
C\[0y T]xR2xnΛ) and the symbols bmk(t, x, ξ) in (1) belong to M°([0, T]; S°P).
For any m and k there exists a continuous function d
mk(t) such that the Poisson
bracket {T—\
m
, τ—Xk} of T—λm and T — \ k satisfies
(16) {τ-λ
m
, τ-Xk} = amtk{t)(\m-Xk).
(II) The characteristic roots X
m
(t, x, ξ) belong to Λf([0, T]; Si ((3))) and
the symbols b
mk(t, x, ξ) in (1) belong to M([0, T]; S°p). For any m and k
there exist real symbols a
mk(ty x, ξ) and α « ^ , xf ξ) with
1
 ^
ί a
m
^t,x,
I βί..»(ί,*,
such that
(18) {τ-λ
w
, τ-λ ,} = a
mtk(t, x, ξ){χm-χk)+afmtk{ty xy ξ)
holds.
By using Theorem 1 and the commutative law for ^-products of phase
functions (Theorem 3.9) we obtain
Theorem 4. Under the condition (I) or (II) the fundamental solution E(t> s)
of (2) can be reduced to the expression (4).
The expression (4) of E(ty s) gives us much information on the propagation of
singularities of the solution of -CU(t)=0. For example, the estimate of sin-
gularities obtained in [13] follows immediately from (4) (see Corollary 4.5).
Concerning the expression (4) of E(t, s) Ludwig-Granoff [12], Hata [2] and
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Nosmas [14] obtained it only for p = l . They constructed it by a method of
solving transport equations. On the other hand, Kumano-go, Taniguchi and
Tozaki have proved in [10]—[11] Theorem 4 without solving transport equa-
tions under a stronger assumption than (I), that is, ρ=\ and a
mk{t) in (16)
are identically zero, and Morimoto [13] has also obtained it under the assump-
tion (I) with p=l and C°°-functions a
mk(t) in (16). We note that Ichinose
[5] also showed Theorem 4 in the case of l=2> p>l/2 and (I).
Theorem 4 with p < l makes us possible to treat hyperbolic equations
with characteristic roots which are not necessary C°° diίferentiable. Namely,
with the aid of the approximation theory by [9] the hyperbolic equations can
be reduced to the hyperbolic systems (1) with symbols in the class S~=££i_ p
(see [5], for details). The less differentiable the characteristic roots are, the
smaller p (2^1/2) we need. For example, we consider a hyperbolic operator
(19) L ^ A ' - V
where ak(x) (k^2) is a C°°-function satisfying
ak(x) = xf+x* (\x\£l), =2 ( | * |
o
^ak(x)^2 (\x\ ^ 1 ) for some a0 .
The operator L
λ
 has characteristic roots \±(x, ξ)=dz\/ak(x) If I which are Ck ι-
class with Lipschitz derivatives of (k— l)-st order for | f |2^1. The operator
(19) with k^5 was considered in [9] and (19) with k=4 in [5]. Including
the cases k=2 and 3 we shall show that (19) can be reduced to a system (1)
with symbols in S^ for ρ=l — l/k and investigate the propagation of singu-
larities. For the case k=2 we need p=l/2. Other examples which can be
reduced to the system with p=l/2 are
(20) L2 = flZ-αW
(21) L3 = D ? - 2 a p
where a{x^) is a C°°-function in RιXχ satisfying
a(x1) = x1 ( l ^ l ^ l ) , = ± 2
0<a
o
^\a(x1)\^2 (\xi\ 2^1) for some a0.
The reduction of Lj (j=ly 2, 3) to the system (1) and the information on the
propagation of singularities are given at the end of Section 4.
The outline of the present paper is the following: In Section 1 we shall
study multi-products of pseudo-differential operators. Section 2 is devoted
to the proof of Theorem 1. In Section 3 we shall prove the commutative
law for if-products of phase functions and in Section 4 we shall construct the
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fundamental solution of (1) and prove Theorem 4.
The author would like to thank Prof, H. Kumano-go for his kind sugges-
tions and constant help. The author would like to express his gratitude to
Prof. M. Ikawa for his helpful advice and refinement of this paper, and also
to Prof. K. Shinkai and Prof. N. Ideka for their kind help and encouragements.
1. Multi-products of pseudo-differential operators and Neumann
series. Let (#°, %v)=(x°, x1, * ,xv) be a (z>+l)-tuρle of points #°, x1, « ,Λ?V
in Rn
x
 and ξv+1=(ξ\ - , £ v + 1) be a (*+l)-tuple of points ξ\ , fv+1 in R\.
DEFINITION 1.1. Let O ^ δ ^ p ^ l , δ < l and let ^^+1=(mly •«, mv+1) be
a real vector. We say that a C--function p(x°, X\ fv+1, x"+ι)=p(x\ ξ\ x\ ζ\ ,
x\ e+\ *v + 1) in R^+3)n belongs to a multiple symbol class sf
δ
v+1
 when
(l.i) IΘ£ ». d%iχχi... D%\p{x\ ~χ\ ρ«
Π
holds for any (i/+l)-tuple α v + 1 - ( α \ - , α v + 1) and (*+2)-tuple (/3°, ^ v + 1 ) =
(/3°, /31, .«., /3V+1) of multi-indices α1, - , α v + 1 and /3°, /81, - , /3V+1 of Λn, where
<£; f>e=<f> e + <e'>*- For ^(^°, r , Γ+ 1, ^ + 1 )e5f
δ
v + 1
 we define semi-norms
(1.2) I ^ > I g ϊ 2 + l ) - max inf {C Sv+ 1 > βo § p + ί of (1.1)} ,
where the maximum is taken over all (α v + 1, β°, βv+1) satisfying \as\^lι ( j = l ,
and \βj\^l2 (/=0, 1, - ,
REMARK. The multiple symbol class was introduced in Kumano-go [6].
But the semi-norms (1.2) are slightly different from semi-norms (2.4) of [6].
Corresponding the multiple symbol class, the class S™
δ
 in Introduction is
often called a single symbol class.
For p(x°, Jfi, Γ+ 1, χ »+1)=p(x°, ξ\ x\ ξ2, - , x\ r + 1 , * v + 1) in sf,Γ p(X, D
x
,
X1, D
x
\ ••-, Xv, D
x
v, X*+1) denotes a pseudo-differential operator P defined by
(1.3) (Pu)(x°) = O- jJ exp {i^x'-'-x'yξ'}
χp(x°, ξ\ x\ ξ\ .», x\ Γ+ 1, xv+1)
ώ ^ - i r 1 for
and σ(P)=p(x°, X\ fv+1, * v + 1) is called a symbol of P. Here, the right hand
side of (1.3) is the oscillatory integral defined in Section 6 of Chap. 1 in [8].
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Throughout this paper, we shall often use the result there. Following Kuma-
no-go [8], we write p(X, D
x
, X% p(X, D
x
, X\ D
x
ή and p(X, D
x
, X\ D
x
>, X2)
by p(X, D
x
, X'), p(X, D
x
, X', D
x
,) and p(X, D
x
, X', D
x
,, X"), respectively.
°, ξ\ x\ -, ξ\ *\ P + 1 , *v + 1) in Sf
s
v+1
 we write
(1.4) pL(x, ξ, x') = O-JJ e-Vpix, ξ+v\
ξ+V, x+f, ξ, x'Wd?,
called a simplified symbol of p{x\ ζ\ x1,-, ξ\ x\ ?v+1, xv+1), where
(1.5) ψ = ±y> (vJ~vi+1) = Σ (y-y- 1 ) V (f = v"+1 = 0),
ψ and dTdn^df-dfdrf-dJ. It
is well-known that pL(x, ξ, x') belongs to S,,J+i (m-ll+1=m1~\-m2-Jr — +m-v+i) and
(1.6) p(X, D
χy X\ -., X\ Dxv, X^) = pL(X, Dx, X')
(c.f.%2ofChap.7of[8]).
Now, we begin to prove Theorem 2. It is well-known from (2.6) and
(2.8) of Chap. 7 in [8] that the symbol q*+ι(x, ζ) of the multi-product jjv+i—
^ P^+i has the form
(1.7) q
v+1(x, ξ) = O- j e-'* Ίlp
with ψ in (1.5). Differentiating q*+ι(x, ξ) with respect to x and ξ we have
(1.8) qv+i[$](x, ξ) = f
for
(1.9) ?v+i f((s v + 1.β v + 1)
Here, α v + 1 ! = ^ 1 - α v + 1 ! , /S v + 1 ! = βι\ -β*+1\ for α v + 1 - ( ^ , - , α v + 1 ) , / S v + 1 -
(β1,'",βv+1) and Σ
Λ>β,v+i Ϊ
1 1 6 3 1 1 8 t n a t the summation is taken over all
(tfv+1, |SV+1) satisfying αxH h « v + 1 = « and β1^ [-β*+1=β. Note that (1.9)
means
Set
(1.11)
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for the integer l0 in (12). In this section l0 and So always mean the numbers
denned by (12) and (1.11).
Proposition 1.2. Let {m^and {mj} be sequences satisfying
( 1 . 1 2 ) €
ι
p
(1.13) M'=Σ|mJ |<oo,
(1.14) N°=the number of {j; m<>0} < <χ>.
Let ρ
v
o
+ 1 =Pi
o P 2
o
 PvO+i for Pj=ρ°(X> A,), ί°(*, ξ)^S?.l+m'. Then, there
exist a constant Λ
o
 independent of M\ N° and v and a constant C depending only
on M\ ΛΓ°, n and δ (but independent of v) such that the symbol qϊ+ϊ(x, ξ) of Q°+i
satisfies
(1.15) |??+ 1(*. f) I
ίkCAj max {| pi I tϋo<]Π Ipj I ^ C ^
0
with μ°=[M'l(l—δ)]*, fn^
ι
=m
ι
-\ h^v+i and mί+ 1=mίH f-wί+i Here,
for a real a we denote by [α]* the smallest integer not less than a.
Admitting this proposition, we apply it to each multi-product (1.10) by set-
ting P°=Pjffiy Take an integer N
o
 satisfying
(1.16) f ] \mj\<6.
and set for fixed όt*+ι=(a\ - , α v + 1 ) and β*+1=(β\ •-, /Sv+1)
, ( i f f y
(1.17) 1 '
Then, μ.+μ^=mj—p|αy|+δ|yQy| and for p^pS^ the set {/>?} satisfies the
assumption of Proposition 1.2 with {my} and {my} replaced by {μy} and {/^ y},
respectively. The number N° in the proposition does not exceed iV 0 +δ*|/3|
if we set δ*=[δ]*, that is, δ * = 0 when δ = 0 and δ * = l when 0 < δ < l . Hence,
we obtain from (1.15)
(1.18) I #v+i,(C3v+\βv+1))(*> ζ) I
U I
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ί*iι<»ι.;«+*
a\ + \β\ +8*\β\+l)}
with a constant C
Λ)j depending only on a and β, where Kv+I(t)= {«=(&i, •••,
*»+1); * , = 0 , 1, Σ Λ ^ / } . If we use 23..f l
we obtain from (1.8) and (1.18)
(1.19) | g
v + 1 $(*, f
Y_l (/Wy)
X max t i l I pj I n+i+kj\«\,ι
o
+kj(ι"+\β\)
For any fixed &>ί we take a constant C/ independent of v such that for all v
Combining this with (1.19) we get
(1.20) lίv+ilftί0
(7 = h+h+S% , Γ = [(M+Ph+δl2)l(l-8)]*),
if we set ^4=^ί
o
σ and C7 / 9 = max (CΛ aC\a+e\). Consequently, for the con-
l f
 \*\£i
v
\β\£i2
stant C
o
 in (11) the set {C0~\+i} is bounded in {Sfδv+1}. This concludes the
proof of Theorem 2.
REMARK. In Proposition 1.2 the constant A
o
 depends also on £
x
. But,
eo
when N
o
 in (1.16) satisfies 2 \mj\^ί€oβ> w e can take the constant A in
Theorem 2 depending only on w and δ.
As a special case of Theorem 2 we have
Corollary 1.3. Let P be a pseudo-differential operator with symbol p(x, ξ)
in S°PtS. Then, the symbol qv+1(x, ξ) of the (z>+l)-^ power ρ v + 1 = P v + 1 of P
satisfies for any l
x
 and l2
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(1.21) I g
v+11 S > l2^Ch>l2C0\ I p \ < f
(/' = /0+[(p/i+/2)/(i-δ)]*, δ* = [δ]*)
if ^ ^ / i + / 2 + δ * / 2 + l holds. The constant Co is determined by
(1.22) C0 = A\p\%ul.
for the constant A in Theorem 2.
Using this corollary we prove Theorem 3. Set
eo
Suppose (14). Then, taking account of (1.21) the series 2 ?v(#> £) converges to
v=o
a symbol q(x, ξ) in Spt8 because of CO<1. Since
(1.23)
hold, by tending v in (1.23) to the infinity we see that the pseudo-differential
operator Q=q(X, D
x
) is the inverse of I—P.
We note that the symbol q(x, ξ) has a semi-norm estimate
(1.24) Iq\?l,^C h M (max(
(S* = [δ]*, V = /.+[(p/i+i,)/(l-δ)]*)
with a constant C,lt,2 depending only on A\p\^l\,u, h and l2. In fact, writing
ί(*, ξ) = Σ ?v(*. f ) + Σ ϊv(*. I) (JV = h+h+8%)
v=o v=iy+i
we obtain (1.24) by applying (1.21) to the second term.
We turn to the proof of Proposition 1.2.
DEFINITION 1.4. For an integer N we say that a symbol ρ(xy ξ, #'
belongs to a class SX™8; N when p(x, ξ, x') satisfies
(1.25) I%tΏ%mp(xy ξ, x') I £CmM&-™+>^*(l+<£>* Ix-x' \ ) ' N .
For p(x, ξ> x')^SX™8;N we define semi-norms Hί>||rJ?/2,/2'; N by
(1.26) \\p\\<rXι>2 N = max inf {C.,β,β, of (1.25)} ,
where the maximum is taken over all (a, β, βf) satisfying \a\ ^/^ \β\ ^/ 2 and
I £ ' I ^ f 2. Then, SXp^δ; JV is a Frώchet space.
Lemma 1.5. Setting
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we define for an integer N a mapping FN from a single symbol class S™8 to a class
(1.27) FN(p){x, f, *') = (LJ)»p(x, ξ) for p(x, ξ) e Sfo,
where V$='(8/9{ i, •••, 9/9?*) αwέ/ IV denotes a transposed operator of L
δ
. Then,
we have
(128)
with a constant Clitι2^N independent of m and
(1.29) FN(p){X, Dx> X') = p(X, Dx).
Proof. From (1.27) we get (1.28) easily. So, we have only to prove
(1.29). For simplicity we denote ρ(N)(x, ξ, x') = FN(ρ)(x, ξ, x'). Set Ls =
{\+<ξ+Vys\y\2)-\\+Kξ+ri>2SyVv). Then, we have p<N\x, ξ+v, x+y)=
Ύp{x, ξ+v). Hence, using Ltβ~iy'η=e~h'v we obtain
(χ> ξ) = °-\\ β-" * ί w ( * . ξ+v, χ+y)dyd
v
= O.- j j e-» \Ltyp(χ, ξ+v)dydv
= O.-JJ e-"«p(χ, ξ+
v
)dyd
v
This proves (1.29). Q.E.D.
Lemma 1.6. Let 8 satisfy 0 ^ δ < l . Then, the following hold:
i) Set
j(ξ, ξ') = (i+<ξι>-s\ξ~ξ'\rm-S)«ξ'>-B<ξ r>s) l/(1-δ)
Then, we have for μ with \ μ | ^ 1
ii)
Then, we have for θ with 0 ^  0 ^  1
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Proof, i) First, we assume \ξ-ξ'\ ^<?'>/2. Then, we get
2<£'> and get (1.30) immediately. So, we may assume \ξ—ξ'\^<ξ'>β.
Then, from φ, ξ'>a5\ξ-ξ'\* we get
Hence, we get (1.30).
ii) By the same way as in i), we get (1.31) when \ξ—ξ'\ fg<(£')>/2. So,
we may assume | ξ—ξ'\ 2^<£'>/2. Then, we have
Hence, we get (1.31). Q.E.D.
The following proposition is the first step to the study of multi-products
of pseudo-differential operators.
Proposition 1.7. Let {mJ}J=1 be a sequence of real numbers satisfying (1.12).
Suppose that a multiple symbol p^x0, £\ fv+1) in *Sj%+1i ^v+i=0«i, M,«v+i),
satisfies
(1.32)
V + l V . V
^B Π <ξj>mi Π <fy; £'+1>Γ Π
for
Then, for a simplified symbol (P<»+I)L{X> ζ) °f pv+i(x°, ^ v , | v + 1 ) an estimate
(1.33) \(PV+I)L{X> %)\ ίkAJBζlζy"*^ (m
v+1 = m^ h^v+i)
AoWί for a constant A
o
 determined only by n, 8 and 6χ.
Proof. Integrating the oscillatory integral (1.4) for p=p
v+1 by parts with
respect to 3*v we have
(1.34) (jWM*, ξ) = (r
v+1)L(*, f)
for a multiple symbol
(1.35) r
v+1(*°, r , r
XΠ ( l - i ^ V ^ - f ^ V.O' /kv+xί*0, Λv, fv+1)
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Expanding (l—KξJ+iy~2>(ξi—ξi+1)'V
s
ή'° by the polynomial thoerem and ap-
plying (1.32) to the derivatives of />
v
+i, we have
(1.36) I r
v+1(A *\ {*+») I ^
for a constant A
x
 depending only on n and δ, where
(1.37) G
v
(Xo, St\ | v + 1 )
Set
and set
r fl-
v
(r+i) = {ή s(v, ?+i) π < ^ - A } 4 ,
(1.39)
with J(ξ, ξ') and ^(g, f') in the preceding lemma. Then, since 4=/»+£i/(l
-δ)=(«+f
o
)+δ/ί+ε 1 /( l—δ) we have
(1.40) G,(x°, 3C, Γ+ 1) = Π
xΠ
Using Lemma 1.6—i) repeatedly, we have
(Im^l^l),
^VΊ (Imv/^l^l).
Then, we have
Applying Lemma 1.6—ii) with θ=n/(n+β0) (<1), we have
(1.42) i?v(Γ+ 1)^C2 v^{Π
=C2< Π
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by virtue of (1.38). Consequently, we have
V
G ( *β ψV P V + l N ^ - A V T~Ty,yX , Λ , ς j ^ /±2 1 1
V
xΠ
with a constant ^42 determined only by n, δ and £j. Set
(1.44) w,= W
v
(ξ) = jj Π {(i+<ξ+
n
ty\y'-1-y'\)-t +ιKξ+ni>"}
x Π {(i+<ξ+vJ+iys\ηi~vί+1\r(n+ΐ')
X <?+'7y+1>- lδ} rfj»v^v ( / = ^v + 1 = 0).
Then, from (1.34), (1.36) and (1.43) we have
(1.45) I (A + 1 M ^
Since W
v
 has an estimate
j π
with constants ^3, ^3 ' and A3 (=^3^3') independent of v, we get (1.33) from
(1.45) if we set AO=A1A2A3. Q.E.D.
We fix a C "-function X0(ξ) satisfying
Set forj>/*, f, x ')^ 5pW«.7=l. % and ee(0, 1]
(
 ' ' I gεi(χ, 5, *', ξ\ x") = Λ(*. f. *')*!(& f')A(*'. f', «")
and
(1.47) (gϊ(At))(*, f, *', I', x") = {-i\ξ-ξ'\-2(ξ-ξ')'VΛμql{x, ξ, *', Γ, x")
where X8o(f^') = ^((l-?')/(£<?'») and X\(ξ, ξ')=\-Xl(ξ, ξ'). We define
for pseudo-differential operators Pj=pj(X, D
x
, X'),j=l, 2, the products P1D*i>2
(Λ=0, 1) and P f l ! / , , (/»=0, 1, •••) by
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P I D Ϊ P 2 = ϊ ί ( * n*> x\ DX,, x"), k = 0,1,
( 1
"
4 8 )
 • ? i D Ϊ . Λ = (βί(μ))(-ϊ, D
χy X\ Dx,y X"), μ = 0, 1, ... .
We also denote for Pj=pj(X, D
x> X'), j=l, 2, the pseudo-differential operator
with symbol p
λ
{x, ξ, x')p2(Xy ζ, x') by Pι®P2. Then, we have obtained the
following results in Section 2 of [16].
Proposition 1.8. i) It holds that
(1.49)
(1.50) P,DΪ.Λ = PiΠlP2 (β = 0, 1, •••).
ii) Let pj(x, ξ, x') belong to SX™s;Nf 0 = 1 , 2). Set for real numbers s,
ί
x
 and s2
• Ql = (P
Q\ =
. Ql(μ) = (PxΘA'ODί^A
where AS=<O,>S. T t e , g|(x, f, *', ξ', x") = σ(Ql), ft = 0,1 βni (gί(/*))(*,
Όi *&fy f°r any β> β', β" ™& \β'\£l, \β\£l and
(1.51) I D*M'D%,ql{x, ξ, x', ξ', x") \
x (1 +<f>βl * - * Ί YNl0-+<ξ'>s\ x'-x" I )-
(1.52) I DlDξ'D*"q\{x, ξ, x', ξ', x") |
(1.53) 12>SDf^5(ίϊ(A»))(*, ξ, x', ?, x") I
l !
when μ^(s1++s2+)l(l—δ).
REMARK. A product Pi®P2 is rdenoted as P&Pi in [16] and a slightly
different estimates are derived there, but (1.51)—(1.53) follow by their proof.
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Now, we are prepared to prove Proposition 1.2. We devide the proof
into four steps.
I) Let F
n+1 be a mapping from S™δ to SX™&in+i defined in Lemma 1.5
with N=n-\-ί, Denote for simplicity
(1.54) ρ'j(x, ξ, x') = F
u+ι(pΐ)(x, ξ, x') for j ^ v .
F r o m L e m m a 1.5 we note that p'(x, ξ, x') belongs to SX™(t™{ and satisfies
••>->) IIΛΊk/
a i /ίi ι ι + l^C/ a i / / |/>y U+l,/2
for a constant O/2i/j independent of j . F r o m (1.54) and (1.29) we can write
(1.56) ρ
v
°+1 = P[Pί... PίP° + 1 .
Set
^ = { « = ( A i , A k > . . . , * v ) ; Λ i = 0 , 1}.
Then, from (1.49) we have
(1.57) ρ°+ 1 = Σ 0v + i . ω Λ^ + '
for
(1.58) ρ
v + 1 > ω - PiUΪJPίΠl, •" D l v . ^ ί D l ^ i A " ^
1
II) Set «o=/tS=(0, 0, •••, 0 ) e X
v
 and consider ρ
v
+i,<Λ in (1.58). We set
ί/ί ) p,{
(1-59) {
Then, we can write Qv+i.oΛ m the form
Let ?V+I,(KO)(#°> ^ V> I V + 1 ) be the multiple symbol corresponding to
set
Ά •. .+i π iiίj'ife!/. s
Then, applying (1.51) we obtain for \βi\^,l
β
 (j=\, —, v),
(1.61) I Dfi - D
Π<r'; f^ ,""1 Π
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that is, ϊv+ifGΛ(#°> ^v, fv+1) satisfies (1.32) with B=Bv+1(κoh Hence, we can
apply Proposition 1.7 to obtain
(1.62) I (JV+LOΛM*, ξ) I ^ H , , , , . , ^ * . .
Ill) Next, we consider
(1.63) ρ
v + 1 > ω = P ί D ί ^ D Ϊ , - D i ^ P i D Z v P i n A - ^ i
for « = (&1( —,kv)Φκl.
Set for ί < i '
βv+i.ω,...' = PiΠlP'i+1Πlt+1 - D Ϊ ^ P ' . ' (Pί+ 1 = P»°+IA-»i+l).
For; with O and fy=l we set θ=θ
κ
(j)=max{j'; O^j'<j, kj=l} (k
o
=l)
and consider the part Qt+i,u> , e+ij+i Using (1.59) we write it in the form
where m'=W
β+lil=m'e+1-\ \-m' (θ+ί^ι^j). In the case of m'j=
applying (1.51) and (1.52), we have
(1.64) I
 ? v
In the case of m'j>0 we write by using (1.50)
with μ°=[M'l(l-8)]*. Then, from (1.51) and (1.53) we have
(1.65) I
 ί m
.
ω
 mj+i I fe+1>
i - i
Fory°=max {/; Λy=l} we write ^ v +iω >°,v+i in the form
if ; 0 =
; /+iife+^./.i.+i π ii^ΊifeL
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Then, the multiple symbol ϊ v + i ^ /.v+i^'0""1* %J°> '">x*> ?v + 1) °f Qv+i,U) Λ*+i
satisfies
(1.66)
Now, we set
K
Then, from the definition of N° and the relation
TVi/Λί—/*• &. — 1 t w ' ^ ί Y l I I fim h — 1 >t
Λ
 — .. — h — Π
m'
θ+1>0 for some θ<j} U {j°
the number / of the elements in Γ(/e) does not exceed iV°+l. Set
and write the multi-product Qy,+ιtu) °f (1.63) in the form
Then, using the discussions in the preceding paragraph and Proposition 1.8-ii),
we get the following: There exists a constant C8 depending on M\ N° and
8 (but independent of v) such that the multiple symbol ^
v+1>(fC)(^0, £, | v + 1 ) of
0v+i,(κ) satisfies (1.32) with B replaced by
(1.67)
V
xΠ
y=2
Here, s~0 for jφΓ(«) and ίy=l for j^T(κ). Hence, by Proposition 1.7 we
get
(1.68) I (JV+LWM*, ξ) I ^ ^o v 5
v + i ,
IV) From (1.57) we have
qy +ι\xf ς) — ZΛ WV+I,(K)JLVX»
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Hence, we obtain from (1.62) and (1.68)
(1.69) I
 ίv
°+1(*, ξ) I ^ (2Aoy max 5v+l fW<f>«v+i+sί+i
On the other hand, (1.59) and (1.55) imply
(!•''
for a constant ^44 independent of M
r
 and i^  and a constant (? independent of
v. Hence, from (1.60) and (1.67) we have for any
x 11 lίy+i U+i./β 11 Lpy+i
For any fixed <r>l we take £ = £ ^ £ ( 0 , 1] satisfying
max {\p? \&$
ft 0 l
Then, there exists a constant C° independent of v such that
(1.71)
Consequently, setting ^ϊ
o
=2σiί 4 ^o>
 w e
 g e t (115) from (1.69) and (1.71). This
concludes the proof of Proposition 1.2.
2. Multi-products of Fourier integral operators. Throughout this
section we denote by 7ψ the Fourier integral operator with phase function
φ(x9 £)eίPp(τ) and symbol 1. Following [7] we define for φ(x, f)eίPp(τ) the
conjugate Fourier integral operator Iφ* (with symbol 1) by
(2.1) (I
Φ
*u)(x) = O
s
-JJ &**-+&&hΛ(x')dx'dξ f
Setforφ(*, f)Gffp(τ)
%Φ(x, ξ, x') = \\ V
s
φ(*'+0(*-*'), ξ)dθ ,
*', ζ
f+θ{ξ-ξ'))dθ .
or
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We employ the following lemma, which is a slightly different version of Pro-
position 1.5 of Chap. 10 in [8], but it can be proved by a similar way.
Lemma 2.1. Let φ(x, ξ) belong to 5>p(τ), 0 ^ τ < l , l/2^p^l. Then,
we have the following:
i) The equation η=V
x
φ(x, ξ, xf) has the unique solution ξ=V
x
φ~\xy η> x')
and it satisfies
a) I ξ-
v
I ^τ<^> with ξ = V
x
φ-\xy v, x') ,
(2.3) b) C-X
v
>£<Vj-Xx9V,x')>£C<v>,
{ c) I W D £ ^ ^
ii) The equation yf~Vξφ(ξ, x\ ξf) has the unique solution x'=V%φ ι(ξ,y', ζ')
and it satisfies
0 \^(φ-\ξ,y',ξ')-y'\^c,
(2-4) J b )
^C>e/,p<f f>o-»xι + +P '-
1) ( | α + α ' + / 3 ' | ^ 1 ) ,
c) I dΐd$Dp{X((ξ-ξ')Kξ'»V(φ-\ξ, y', ξ')} I
^ / ^ .
 //fr/\-|o}+o>/|+(l-P)(|β>+α/+β/|-l) / l/v-L/v'-l-Λ' I > Ή
wAere <£; ?'>=<?>+<?'> (=<f I'X) ««^ % M β C°°-function satisfying
/o c\ o ^ y ^ i Ύ 1 f i/-1 "^ c^ /s^  y o
Moreover, if {φy}yς=r ^ bounded in £PP(τ), ZU^  ίrα^ ί α ^ £λe constants C,
and C
aoi'j' in (2.3) α^J (2.4) independent of
REMARK 1. In the lemma and in what follows, we say that for ψγ
[resp. φ y e5 ) p (τ, /)] the set {φ«y}γer is bounded in <PP(τ) [resp. £Pp(τ, /)] if the
corresponding set {||/«y||//}γ
e
r °f semi-norms ||/
γ
||// of (6) in Introduction is
bounded for any / '=0, 1, 2, •••.
REMARK 2. Throughout this section we denote by X(ξ) a C°°-function
satisfying (2.5).
Now, we show the existence of pseudo-differential operators R and R'
satisfying (8).
Proposition 2.2. There exist a constant r (<1) and an integer 70 such that
for a phase function φ(xy ξ) in ί?P(τ, l0) we can find pseudo-differential operators
R and R' in S°p satisfying
(2.6) I
Φ
*I
Φ
R = RIφ*I
φ
 - / ,
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(2.7) I
φ
Iφ*R' = RΊφIφ* = /
i) IφRIφ* = I,
ii) Iφ*RΊ
φ
 = I.
If the set { φ
γ
} y e Γ is bounded in ί?p(τ, 70), the corresponding sets {σ(Ry)}^GΓ and
{σ(Ry)}yς=
Γ
 are bounded in SQ?.
Proof. The property (2.8) follows immediately from (2.6) and (2.7).
The existence of R' satisfying (2.7) is proved in Theorem 6.1 of Chap. 10 in
[8]. So, it remains to prove the existence of R satisfying (2.6).
Set P=I
φ
*Iφ. Then, we have
(2.9) p(x} Π ( = σ(P)) = O s-J5 e-'*dx'dξ
with ψ=x ξ—φ(x', ξ)+φ(x', ξ')—x ξ'. Set
wherefor a vector/='(/!, —,/„) of functions//^, f) —/is (df
s
ldxk{^ ϊ ' "# > n \
In what follows we also use —f = [dfjldξk jL^V ]!!' /• Since i/r is written
Ψ = ( Λ : - V
e
φ(|, Λ?', ?'))#(f—f')> b y a change of the variables y=V
ξ
φ(£, Λ?', ?')-*>
17=?—?', we have from (2.9)-(2.10)
(2.11) p(x, ξ') = O
s
- jJ e-'^ftS'+nx+y, ξ')dyά
η
 .
Here, the oscillatory integral in (2.11) is well-defined because of
I dΐDξp(ξ'+
v> x+y, Π I ^ CΛ^ηy*+n for any fixed x and ξ'
withδ=l—p(<l). Set
(2.12) $
Since —Vξφ=E-\-—V%J IE is an identity matrix), <ϊ(ξ,x'9ξ') has the formdx dx
(2.13) q(ξ, x', ξ') = [{1-det (E+£-Vj(ξ, to, f'))}/det (£
dx
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Fix a constant <r' satisfying 0 ^ ί ' < l . Then, if φ(x, ξ) belongs to ^ ( ί ' , /)»
we can prove by applying Lemma 2.1-ii) to V^φ~\ξ, x', ξ') that the symbol
<?(£> x', ζ') satisfies
(2.14)
with a constant Cf^y^ depending on Ψ'. Write the simplified symbol q(x, ξ)
(2.15) q(x, ξ') = O-
- J j , x+y, ξf)dyd
η
and use (2.14)—ii) to the first term of (2.15) and (2.14)-i) to the second term
of (2.15). Then, we can find a constant A5 (depending on τf) and an integer
70 such that we have for lo=[n/p-\-l]
(2.16)
if φ(xy ξ) belongs to ^ ( T ' , 7O). Take a constant r(<Lr') satisfying
(2.17)
with a constant A in Theorem 2. Then, q(x, ξ) satisfies (14) and by means
of Theorem 3 the inverse R of the operator p(X, D
x
)=I+q(X, D
x
) is obtained
with the form R = r(Xy Dx) for a symbol r(x9 ξ) in S°p. This R satisfies (2.6).
Finally, from the above discussions we obtain the last statement of the proposi-
tion. Q.E.D.
From now on, for p(x, ξ) G S™ we shall use the semi-norms
(2.18) \p\γ» = max sup {\p$(x, f)|<f>-(-ι-ι+σ-p)i-+ί.i)}
\<*+β\£l x,ξ
instead of using (5).
Proposition 2.3. Let φ(x, ξ) belong to £PP(τ, l0) for the constant T and
the integer l0 in Proposition 22. Letp(x, ξ) belong to S™(— oo<τn<oo, y2<^ρ<^l).
Then, we have the following:
i) There exist pseudo-differential operators Pj=pj(X,Dx)} j=li2> in S™
such that
(2.19) P
Φ
(2.20) P
Φ
 =
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and estimates
(2.21) {p^^CApVP (j=l,2)
hold for any I, where Ct is a constant depending only on m, p, I and \\J\\ι» {for
some l;/) and Γ is an integer depending only on my p and I.
ii) There exist pseudo-differential operators Pj=pj(X, D
x
),j=l, 2, 3, 4, in
S? such that we have
(2.22)
(2.23)
and the symbols pj{x,ξ), j= 1,2, 3, 4, have the semi-norm estimates similar to
(2.21).
Proof, i) Set
P
λ
 = P
φ
Iφ*R',
P2 = RIφ*Pφ
with pseudo-differential operators i? and Rr constructed in Proposition 2.2.
Note that from Theorem 1.6 and Theorem 1.7 of Chap. 10 in [8] the operators
P1 and P2 are pseudo-differential operators in *S .^ From (2.8) they satisfy
(2.19) and (2.20). If we go over the proof carefully once again, we obtain
(2.21).
ii) Set
P1 = RIφJΊφ , P2 = IφPIφ*R',
x 3 == -ti. iφJrlφ* , Jr4 = lφ*Jrlφt\. .
Then, as in i) we see that PJ9 j=l> 2, 3, 4, are pseudo-differential operators in
S? and they satisfy (2.22), (2.23), and the last statement of ii). Q.E.D.
In order to study products of Fourier integral operators, we shall review
some results of multi-products of phase functions. Proofs are found in Section
1 of [11] or Section 5 of Chap. 10 in [8]. First, we introduce
DEFINITION 2.4. For —oo<m<oo ) l / 2 ^ p ^ l and an integer k we define
a class S?((k)) by the set of symbols p(x, ξ) e S™ satisfying
(2.24) f f f l t e f l e S p - w for | * | + liS|<£*.
The class S"{{k)) is a Frechet space with semi-norms
(2.25) |/>|(;"° = max sup {\p${x,
Now, we begin with
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Proposition 2.5. i) Let τ'
o
 be a constant satisfying 0 ^ τ ί < l / 3 . Let
CO
Φ/#> ζ) belong to ^p{τJ),j=\i 2, •••, z>+l, —, and suppose that Σ τ^τr0% Then,
the equation
V = v
β
φ i + M f
+ 1), .7 =
(2.26)
has the unique C°°-solution {Xζ, Bί}y-i(#> £)•
ii) Setting Jj(x,ξ) = φj(x,ξ)—x ξ, we assume, furthermore, that the set
UjlTj\ is bounded in Sl((k+2)) with some k^O. Then, the sets {Xί}jt* and
{Hi} yfV are bounded in S^((k+1)) and Sl((k+1)), respectively.
REMARK. In [11] and [8] only the case k=0 is considered, but we can
prove the proposition similarly for the case k^ί.
For any fixed v we define
(2.27) Φ
v+i(*, ξ) = Σ (ΦAXi~\ S ί ) - ^ ί Bί)+φv + i (^, ξ) (XI = x).
Then, if φye£Pp(τy, /), setting Jv+i(x, ξ)=Φ »+i(x, ξ)—x ξ it follows that
(2.28) HΛ+illi^/Tv+i (Tv+i =
for a constant c
ol determined only by ny p, τ'o and /. Taking account of this
we have
Proposition 2.6. Let φj(x, ξ) belong to 3?p{τjy ϊ) and assume that the set
Ujfa) (U*>ξ) = Φ/x>ζ)-*-ξ) ίs bounded in Sl((k + 2)) (k^O). Then, if
^o,/^v+i<l, the function Φ
v + 1 (#, ξ) of (2.27) is a phase function in ίPp(£βf/"j\+i> 0
and the set {/
v
+i/τ"v+i} is bounded in Sp((^+2)), where / V + 1 = Φ V + 1 — x ξ.
Setting c
o
 = c
o0i we take a constant r0 satisfying 0 ^ τ o ^ τ £ and c0τ0<l.
Then, applying the above proposition with 1=0, the following is justified.
DEFINITION 2.7. Let τ0 be the constant above. For phase functions
φj(x,ξ)e&p(τj), j=l,2, —,H-1, with Σ ^ ^ T o we define the multi(-%)-
product Φ
v
+i(^, ?) = φi#φ2# #φv+i(*, f) ( e ^ p ^ v + i ) ) of φχ(Λ?, f), φ2(#, f),
We return to products of Fourier integral operators.
Proposition 2.8. i) Let φj(x9ξ) belong to &9(TJ), j = 1,2, T ^
let {X, H} = {X\, B\}(x, ξ) be the solution of (2.26) with v=l. Set
(2.29)
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and
(2.30) p(x, Π = O- j j e»*dx'dξ
with
y]rΞψ(x, x'; ξ, ξ') = φi(x, ξ)-x' ξ+φ2{x', ? ')-*(*. Π
Then, we have p(x, ξ)^S°p and
(2.31) I
φ
J
φ2 = PΦ .
ii) Let {φi, y}yer anά Kφi^i^v be bounded sets in ^P{τ0) and assume that
for any γ G Γ the pair {φity, φ2,y} satisfies the condition in i). Then, for the
symbol py(x, ξ) defined from the pair {φ1/y, φ2y) the set {py}yer & bounded in S%.
REMARK. In [4] Hϋrmander gave this proposition in the generalized form.
Here, we shall give the simplified version of the proof studied in [10].
Proof. We devide the proof into two steps.
I) From the definition of I
Φi and IΦz we have
(2.32) Iφjφji = O
s
- f jf eίMs'i>-*'i+W^
Substituting (2.30) into (2.32),
I
ΦiIφ2u =
holds. This is nothing but (2.31).
Now, we set
(2.33) TL.% ξ') = ί-X((ξ-ξ')l<ξ'»
and consider
(2.34) p.(x, ξ') = O- j j e**X-(ξ, ξ')dx'dξ
where
Considering x and ξ' as parameters, the symbol d^D^p^x', ξ; x,ξr) belongs to
<JU$\
Λ
\ defined in §6 of Chap. 1 of [8]. Hence, applying Theorem 6.6 of
Chap. 1 of [8] we obtain
(2.35) pJC&x, ξ') = O- j j e-"*drt,Df3i-(x', ξ 5 *, ξ')dx'dξ .
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Set
^-^'VdϊD&^x', ξ; x, ξ').
Then, we have
(2.36) pjβ(x, ξ ) = O- JJ S*fc.
ι<aιβ»(x', ξ; x, ξ')dx'dζ .
From I Vt{φi(*t £) + &(*', n - * ( * . Π> I ^ C < * - * ' > and |Vβ{φi(*.
(*, f')} I ^  c < ^ f'> w e h a v e
(2.37) IdίD%p
mMΛtβ)){x', ξ; x, ξ') I ^ C # i β . - / , β < * - * ' > ' '<f
Since we have |f—ξ'\ ^(2/5)<^'>on s u p p X ^ . f ) , we obtain on supp #»,((„,
15
Moreover, we can prove
with some positive constant C. Set
and write
/>.gj(*, f') = JJ
for a fixed /2>/z+ | a \ and large lλ. Then, we get for any N
(2.38) \p4V
that is, we have
(2.39) p.(x, |
II) For %0(|, n = * ( ( ? - n / < e ' » we consider
(2.40) />„(*, Π = O
s
- j j β'+Xoίf, ξ')dx'dξ .
Using a change of the variables: x'=X(x, ξ')+y, ξ=Ξ(x, ξ')-\-η, we write
(2.41) p
o
(x, ξ') = O- j J «-'+<*": -
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Here,
(2.42) X0(v ; * ,£) = X((B(x, ξ)+V-ξ)l<ξ»
and
(2.43) φ = fty,
 v
;χ,ξ)= -ψ(x, X(x, ξ)+y B(x, ξ)+
v
, ξ)
= y η—{φι{x, B-\-η)~X η—φi{x, Ξ)}
-{Φ2(X+y, ξ)-y-B-φ2{X, ξ)} .
Since {X> Ξ} is the solution of (2.26) with v=ί9 we have
Hence, we have from the definition of X0
==JXΌ(V> x>
(2.44)
Taking account of (2.26) for v=l we have
1
Ύ
on suppX0
, ξ)dθ)
Then, from (2.44) we have
o» supp%0
and get
(2.45) +1 1 v I ) 2
supp
On the other hand, we rewrite \jr in the form
(2.46) ψ = yη—Bη η—B'yy
with
(2.47)
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B = B{-η; x, ξ) = Γ (ί-θ) —VtMx, B+θη)dθ,
Jo oζ
B' = B'(y; x, ξ) = Γ ( 1 - θ)—V
x
J2(X+θy9 ξ)dθ .
Then, as in the first step, we have
-O-[[e-'*S „ «ίv r,-x
— JJ "θtt(Λ,β))\y* V> χy
with
(2.49)
=
 ^ i C* Λ'' Λ* β*
x π
This expression (2.49) yields
(2.50) l
in view of the fact that the symbols £ and Bf in (2.47) have the orders —1 and
1, respectively, with respect to ξ. We set
L3 = (+φχ<ξy\ r,φ\+1 ^i))
X (l+ί^-'Kf^,^-V,+V,ψ V,))
and write (2.48) in the form
A $ ( * . f) = JJ e-^(L3')%>((Λtβ))(
fo r/=2»+l+2( | «+/S) | . Then, we have
(2.51) I j>o$(*,f) I g C . , p < D - M + ( 1 - p ) | a + ί l
Consequently, we have
(2.52) p
o
ς=S°p
and combining this with (2.39) we obtain
(2.53) p(x,
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for p(x, ξ) in (2.30). Finally, we get ii) if we go over the proof carefully once
again. Q.E.D.
Now, we apply Proposition 2.3-i) to the Fourier integral operator P
φ
 in
(2.31). Then, we have
Corollary 2.9. Let φj(x9ξ) belong to 3?P(TJ), j=l,2, TJ + T ^ T , , and
assume that the phase function Φ(x, ξ) defined by (2.29) belongs to £PP(τ, Ίo) for
the constant T and the integer Ί
o
 in Proposition 2.2. Then, there exist symbols
Pfa f )ι J= !> 2> i n s°p s u c h ^at for Pj=Pj(X, D
x
)
(2.54) Iφlφ2 = P x / Φ = IΦP2
holds.
REMARK 1. Let c
o
j
o
 be the constant defined in Proposition 2.6 with l=Ί0.
Then, if φ / # , ξ) in Corollary 2.9 belongs to 5>P(T,., Ί0),j=l, 2, and T ^ + T ^ T / ^ , -
holds, the phase function Φ(x, ξ) of (2.29) belongs to 5^(9*, Ί
o
).
REMARK 2. Let {φity}yer and {φ2,γ} yer be bounded sets in 3?9(τ0) and
assume that for any γ e Γ the pair {φ^y, φ2)V} satisfies the condition in the
corollary. Then, for the symbols pιj(xy ξ) 2Lndp2ty(x, ξ) defined from the pair
{φi,yy Φ2,y} the sets {plty}y<=r and {p2,y}yer a r e bounded in Sξ.
Lemma 2.10. Let φj(x, ξ) belong to S>p(τj9Ί0),j = l,2y with r^r^r^
Tj<^r satisfying Φ(x, ξ) = φ1#φ2(x, ξ)^<3?p(r, Ίo) for the constant r and the integer
Ί
o
 in Proposition 2.2, and let p(x, ξ) belong to S™. Then, there exist pseudo-
differential operators P' and P" in S™ such that
(2.55) I
ΦiPφ2 = PΊΦ
and
(2.56) Pφlφ2 = UP" .
Moreover\ estimates
<2 S 7 )
 i i y i f ί o ,
hold for a constant C
ι
 depending only on m, p, I and {||/y||/^}y=i,2 (far some I")
and an integer Γ depending only on m, p and I.
Proof. We prove (2.55). Then, we can prove (2.56) similarly. From
Proposition 2.3-i) there exists a pseudo-differential operator P
λ
 in Sp satisfying
=
 Γ
ιH2
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Next, we apply Proposition 2.3-ii) to find a pseudo-differential operator P2
in S™ satisfying
Iφ
χ
P\ = A ^ *
Then, we have
h
χ
Pφ2 = P2hjφ2
Use Corollary 2.9 to find a pseudo-differential operator R° in S°p satisfying
Then, setting P'=P2R\ we get (2.55). If we go over the proof once again,
we can prove the last statement. Q.E.D.
Now, we prove Theorem 1. We take the integer 70 in Proposition 2.2
as the one in Theorem 1. Define
(2.58) τ° = min {τ
o
jc
oy T/COJO)
with the constants τ0, c0 (=c0>0), T and cojo introduced in Definition 2.7, Pro-
position 2.2 and Proposition 2.6. Then, if phase functions φj(xf ξ)^2>p(τjy l0)
satisfy (*) in Introduction, we have for multi-products Φj—φifyφzfy ' fyφj
from (1.30) of [11] and Proposition 2.6. Using this we prove (9)-i) for the
multi-product
O = P P "mP
with Pjφj=pjyΦί(XyDx) for pj(x,ξ)^Sρ*>. First, we apply Proposition 2.3-i).
Then, there exists a pseudo-differential operator P{ in S™1 such that
(2.59) PltΦi = P'JΦl.
^ withy2^2 we apply Lemma 2.10. Then, there exists a pseudo-differential
operator P$ in S™3' such that
(2.60) h^PSΛi = P'jhj (Φi = Φi)
Combining (2.59) and (2.60), we get
(2.61) Qv+i = Pί(Iφ1
P /τ>/ Of Of
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This proves (9)-i). Similarly, we can prove (9)-ii).
From the above discussion the boundedness of the sequence {ntj} implies
(2 6Z) ί
κ
 1
with a constant Ct and an integer /' independent of j . This comes from the
fact that Pj and P'/ are determined only by Pj,φj and {φk}lii- Combining
(9) and (2.62) with Theorem 2 we get Theorem 1. This concludes the proof
of Theorem 1.
The asymptotic expansion for the symbol ίv+i(#, ξ) of multi-products (3)
was discussed in the proof of Theorem 2.4 in [10]. Here, we give its well-
arranged form, which is not used in the following but which is derived directly
from the discussions of the proof of Theorem 1.
Theorem 2.11. Let φj(x,ξ) belong to 5>P(τy) and pj(x,.ξ) belong to Sp
for l/2<p5^1 verifying the assumptions in Theorem 1. Let {X{y Ξί})=1 be the
solution of (2.26). Then, the symbol q »+i(x, ξ) of the multi-product (3) of Fourier
integral operators Pjφj=pj
φj(X, Dx) satisfies
(2.63) ?
v+i(*, f )~ Σ Σ t*.ϊ.^Jχ,ξ)p1^(
in the sense of Definition 1.6 of Chap. 2 in [8], where r\+^
 ?*{x,ξ) belong to (Sr*<* sv-
with m(k,a\ βT)=-(2p-l)k+\S*\-(l-p)(\tf\ + \β»\) and |Λ*| = |
α
i | + . . .
+ I«Ί, \$*\ = \P\ + -+\0*\ for ά*=(a\ -,av), β*=(β\-,β»).
Proof. From the proof of Theorem 1 the pseudo-differential operators Pj
(y=l, 2, ••-, v) in (2.59)-(2.60) have the forms
with some pseudo-differential operators Rj and R'/ in S°py where Φ 1 =φ 1 , φ 1 =
Φiif Φ2ϋ ' *ίί Φy 0 ^2) . Fory=ϊ/+1, applying Proposition 2.3-i), we write
(2.65) P
v
+i,Φv+1 = Iφy,+1Pί+i
with
PίU = i ?
v + 1 / Φ ί + i P v + 1 > Φ v + i (<τ(R,+1)tΞS°p).
Then, with the aid of /φ
v
/φ
v+1=i20^ΦV+1 by Corollary 2.9 the multi-product Qv + 1
of (3) has the form
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( 2 . 6 6 ) & + 1 = P ί P i - ^
Here, R
o
 is a pseudo-differential operator in S%.
Denote for a phase function φ(x, ξ) e 3?p(τ) the inverses of ξ = V*φ(x, η)
and x=Vξφ(j>, £) by 17=V^-1^*, £) and j ^ V ξ φ " 1 ^ , ξ), respectively. We note
that V
x
φ~\x, ξ) = V
x
φ~\x, ξ, x) and Vsφ"1^, ξ) = ^φ'\ξf x, ξ) hold. Using
Theorem 1.6, Theorem 1.7 and Theorem 2.1 of Chap. 10 in [8] we have from
(2.64) and (2.65)
(2.67) p{{x,
=0 |Λ
(2.68) p'fix, ξ) ~ Σ ..Σ^ry.*...^*, Ώf yίS(V«Φy-i(*, v),
(2.69) #ίχ(*, f ) ~ Σ Σ/v+i,*.β(^ ?)Λ+1o)(V£φv-Λ(^ ξ), ξ)
with symbols
(2.70)
On the other hand, we can prove by the same method as the discussions in
Section 1 of [11]
(2.71) V
x
φT\x, V,Φv+i(*. ξ)) = Bi(«, ξ),
' V,Φyii(«, V,Φv+i(«, ξ)) = Bί-\x, ξ),
(2.72) • V«Φy-i(«, Sί"1) = X{-\x, ξ),
. V
x
φj\Xi-\ HΓ1) = Bί(x, ξ) (2^ i^v),
(2.73) V{φi"+i(VίΦ
v
+i (x, ξ), ξ) =
Consequently, applying Theorem 2.5 of Chap. 7 in [8], we can derive (2.63)
from (2.66)-(2.69), (2.71)-(2.73) and (2.4-i) and (2.23-i) of Chap. 10 in [8].
Q.E.D.
3. Commutative law for ^-products of phase functions. Let
φj(t, s; x, ξ) (j=l,2) be the phase function denned by an eikonal equation
dφidt-\(t, x, v,φ) = o on [0, τ\,
for X(t, x, ξ)=Xj(t, x, ξ) (real symbol of order one), and let I
φ
.(t,s) be the Fourier
integral operator with phase function φy(ί, s x, ξ) and symbol 1. What we
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want to study is the following problem: When do I
Φl(ty s) and IφJt> s) com-
mute, or in a wider sense, when is the product Iφ2(t, θ)IΦi(θ> s) is equal to
I
Φl(t, ω)/ψ2(ω, s)R for an appropriate constant ω and a pseudo-differential operator
R ? The positive answer of this problem suggests the possibility of the reduc-
tion of the infinite sum expression (2) for the fundamental solution to the finite
sum expression (4), that is, the possibility of the proof of Theorem 4. If the
Poisson bracket
{T—λi, T—λ2} = dXjdt—8X2/9*+Vfλi Vjλ*—VΛi Vfλ*
of T—X
x
 and r—λ2 (r is the dual variable of i) is identically zero, Kumano-go-
Taniguchi-Tozaki [11] proved
(3.2) (φ2(t, θ)#φi(0, *))(*, ξ) = (Φi(*, t-θ+s)#φ2(t-θ+s, s))(x, ξ),
which implies
(3.3) I
φ2(t, θ)IΦi(θ, s) = Iφ, t-θ+s)Iφ2(t-θ+s, s)R
on account of (2.54). In this way the above problem is reduced to the problem
of the commutative law for phase functions. In the present paper, we shall
show their commutative law under the condition
(3.4) {τ-λα, τ-X2} = a(t, x, ξ) ( χ 1 ~ χ 2 ) + α / ( ί , x, ξ)
where a(t, x, ξ) and a'(t, xy ξ) are real symbols of order zero.
For the further study, we shall review the properties with additional re-
sults for the phase function φ(t, s; x, ξ) defined by an eikonal equation (3.1).
We note that (3.1) corresponds to a hyperbolic operator
(3.5) X
o
 - Dt-Λ(t, X, Dx) on [0, T],
where Dt=—idt, 3^=3/9^. To begin with, we introduce the following defini-
tion.
DEFINITION 3.1. Let Z be a subset of Euclidean space i?~ and let
be a Frέchet space of symbol class of pseudo-differential operators (for example,
F=S?tB, S? or S?((k))). We say that a C'-function p(ϊ,x,ξ) in ZχRnxχRnξ
belongs to a class M\Z\ F) when d*Dξp(t, x, ξ) is a C^function for any α, β,
p(ϊ,x,ξ) belongs to F for any ? G Z and the set {(8/8?)^(?, x, ξ)}ΐ<=z is a
bounded set in F for any 7 with |<γ| ^ / . We set M(Z; F)=Π M\Z\ F) and
/ = 0
use the expression "{pe(i, x> ?)}e
e
© is bounded in M\Z\ F) [resp. in M(Z; F)]"
if the set {(dldϊyp
θ
(ty x, f)}rez,θeΘ is a bounded set in F for any γ satisfying
|<y|^/ [resp. | 7 | < ° ° ] . For an integer k and /oe[l/2, 1] we also set
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M(Z; Sp"; k)=Γ\ M'(Z; SP"((Λ-/)))ΓI Π Mι(Z; Sp«+
/=0 l=k+l
We consider the Hamilton equation corresponding to (3.1):
(3.6)
t,q,p), %
dt
*• {q, p) u-, = {y, v) •
Then, we have
Lemma 3.2. i) Let \{t,x,ξ) belong to Λf°([0, T]; 5p((ft + 2))) (k^
Then, the solution {q,p}(t, s y, η) of (3.6) satisfies for a small T^^T)
3
Γ {(ϊ-^)/l*-
I {(p-ί)/|ί-
is bounded in
is bounded in
^ {(ί, ί) O^ί, ^ T}.
ii) Pt^ assume, furthermore, that λ(ί, Λ?, f)
q(ty s y, η) — y belongs to M(Z(T1); Sl
o M([0, Γ]; Si((Λ+2))).
and p(ty s;yyη) belongs to
Proof. By the similar way as in the proof of Lemma 3.1 in [7] we can
prove (3.7) and
\
for a small T
λ
 (^T). Consider the equation (3.6) and
(3.9) sq{t>*;y, v)
dsp(t,s;y,v)
r\
dy d-η y,
Then, from (3.8)' we get (3.8). For the proof of ii) we differentiate the equa-
tions in (3.6) and (3.9) with respect to t and s. Then, using (3.8) we get ii)
inductively. Q.E.D.
Let S
x
 be
such that
l. Then, from (3.7) we can find a constant T2 ( ^
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(3.10) ±q-E
a/
for 0^syt^
holds, where E is the identity matrix and \\W\\ is a matrix norm 2 1 w j k | of a
matrix W=(wjk). We fix such a Γ2. Then, we have
Lemma 3 3. Let \{tyxyξ) belong to M°([0, T];Sl((k+2))). Then, for
the above q(tys;yyη) the equation x = q(tys;yyξ) has the unique solution y =
Y(tys;xyξ) satisfying
Y(t, s; x9 ξ)-x^M\Z(T2); S°p((k+l)))f)M\Z(T2)y
( ' ' • ( {(Y-x)l\t-s\} is bounded in S°p((k+1)) (Ogs, t^ T2y sΦt).
Furthermore, if we assume \(t, x, f).e Λf([0, T]; Sl((k + 2))), Y(t,s;x9ξ) — x
belongs to M(Z(T2); S°p;k+1).
We can prove this lemma by the similar way as the one in Lemma 3.2
of [7].
Proposition 3.4. Let \{tyxyξ) belong to M°([0, T]; Sl((k + 2))) and let
{(I>p}(ΐy s>y>,v) anά Y(t>s'>%>%) be the symbols constructed in Lemma 3.2 and
Lemma 3.3. We put
!
t {λ-f V
έ
λ} (σ, q(σ, s; y, η)9 p(σ, s; yy η))dσ
s
and define
(3.13) φ(t, s; x, ξ) = u(ty s; Y(t, s; x, ξ)y ξ).
Then, φ(t, s Xyξ) is a solution of (3.1) and satisfies
(3.14) V*φ(t,s;x,ξ)= Y(tys;xyξ)9
(3.15) V,φ(ί, s; xy ξ) = p(ty s; Y(ty s; xy ξ)9 ξ),
(3.16) d
s
φ(ty s; xy ξ) = -X(sy Veφ(ί, s; xy ξ)y ξ).
For any /(^0) there exists a constant c
oJ such that, if colT2<ly φ(ty s; xy ξ) be-
longs to &P(Z0,ι\t-s\yl) and {J(ty s)/\t-s\} is bounded in Sιp{{k+2)) for O^ί,
s^T2y ίΦί, where J(ty s; xy ξ)=φ(ty s; xy ξ)—x ξ. We assume, furthermore, that
λ(ί, x, ξ) belongs to M([0, T]; Sl((k + 2))). Then, J(t, s; xy ξ) belongs to
M(Z(T2);Sl;k+2).
If we follow the proofs of Theorem 3.1 in [7] and Proposition 2.2 in [11],
we obtain the above proposition.
Take Xj(ty xy ξ)y / = 1 , 2, .«, v+ly •••, as X(ty xy ξ) of (3.5) and let φj(ty s) =
φj(ty s; xy ξ) be the solution of (3.1) corresponding to λy. Assume that
{λy(*,*,£)}71i is bounded in M°([0, T]; Sl((2))). Then, by Proposition 3.4
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there exists a constant d independent of j such that
(3.17)
Take a constant T
o
 satisfying T
o
^τ
o
ld for the constant τ0 in Definition 2.7.
Then, the multi-product
(3.18) Φ
v + 1(* 0, Γ + 1 ; x, ξ) = (φ^o, tx)% Φ2(*i> <2)*f-#Φv+ι(ίv, **«))(*, ξ)
is well-defined for (ί0, Γ + 1 ) G i v + 1 ( T 0 ) = {(ί0, ? v + 1); O^f v + 1 ^f v ^ — ^ ί i ^ ί 0 ^ ϊ o }
In the following, we denote (3.18) simply by Φ
v + 1 (ί 0 , ?v+1) or Φ v + 1 unless other-
wise specified. Corresponding to (3.18) we denote by {Xζ, Eί})=i(tQi ίv+1; x, ξ)
for (ί0, Γ + 1 ) e A v + 1 ( Γ 0 ) the solution of
»
J
 — V
χ
φj+l(tjy tj+ly X y
and we also write Xftt09 f+1; x9 ξ) and Bί(t09 P + 1 ; x9 ξ) simply by Xζ and B{.
Concerning the multi-products (3.18) the following is obtained by Kumano-
go-Taniguchi-Tozaki [11].
Proposition 3.5. i) Φ
v + 1 = Φ v + 1 ( ί 0 , ? v + 1; χ9 ξ) satisfies
{ 8 ί 0 Φ v + 1 = λχ(ίo, Λ, VxΦv+i),
8 ,
v + i Φ v + 1 = —λv+i(ί v + i , VfiΦv+i, ξ) -
ii) The following holds.
(3.21)
Proposition 3.6. Assume that the set {λy}"-i w bounded in M([0, T ] ; 5p
((A+2))). ΓA^w, we have the following:
i) For the solution {X{y Hi}(ί0, tv+ι Λ?, f) o/ (3.19) we have
(3.22)
{9(7Jv+i)^i}y,v is bounded in S°p((k+1-I)) for \ψ+1\
{dΓΛ+1)Xi} j v ώ bounded in sα-p)('-*-υ / ^ 17V+11 = 7 ^
^ isboundedin ^ ( ( Λ + l - / ) ) /or | ^ + 1 |
*-i> /or | γ v + 11 = l^
i /or (v + 2)-tuple
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7 V + 1 = ( 7 o , 7 I , - , T V + I ) .
ii) Set
/
v+1(*o, Γ+ 1; x, ξ) = Φv+1(*0, f+1; x, ξ)-x ξ .
Then, we have
f ${Ct^)M is bounded in Sιp((k+2-l)) for \γ+1\ = l^
m
Proof. Since {λ, } is bounded in Λf([0, 7] ;£*((&+ 2))), the following
holds by virtue of Proposition 3.4:
{Jj(ty s; xy ξ)l\t—s\}otzs<t<zT2 is bounded in Sftk+2)),
{Qtdls'jj(t, s; xy ξ)}^s^τ2 ^ bounded in
where//ί, s; xy ξ)=φj(t, s; xy ξ)—x ξ. Hence, we obtain (3.22) and (3.23)
with 7v + 1 = 0 by Proposition 2.6. Concerning the derivatives of X{ and Ξί
with respect to (t0, ?v+1) we follow the proof of Theorem 1.7' of [11]. Then,
we get (3.22) for any <γv+1. Using this and (3.20) we get (3.23) from the bound-
ednessof {λy}. Q.E.D.
For the above λi, λ2, •••, we consider the solution {qj, pj}(t, s; y, η) of the
Hamilton equation (3.6) corresponding to \jy and define for the point (yy η)^
RnyχRϊ and (f0, ?v+1)eΔv+1(:Γ2) the trajectory {qlf...§y, plr..J(tQ, tly - , ίy_i, σ;
(3.24)
Proposition 3.7. Let {Xζy Bί})=1(tOy Γ+ι\ xy ξ) be the solution of (3.19).
Then, we have
( q\h, to; x, v,Φv+1(*0, ?v+1; χ> t)) = x\{t» ?v+1; χy ξ),
(
 '
 }
 1 P\h, t
o
 , x, v,Φv+1(*o> ? v + 1; x, ξ)) = Bi(/o, ? v + 1; ^, f ) .
( {Qi, Pi}(t
oy σ; y, V) = {q\ pι}{σy to; y, v)
{$i, j> h-Jito, tiy —, tj.ly σ;y, η)
and for any j^p
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(3.27),
Proof. From Lemma 3.3, (3.14) and (3.15) we get for any/
{ p\t, s; Vξφjit, s; x, ξ), ξ) = V
x
φj(t, s; x, ξ).
Hence, by the uniqueness of the initial value problem (3.6) for λ = λ , we get
q\s, t; x, V
x
φj(t, s; x, ξ)) = Vtφj{t, s; x, ξ),(3.28), f(s, t; x, V
x
φj(t, s; x, ξ)) = ξ .
From (1.25) of [11] we have VIΦv+i=V,φ1(ί0, *Γ, *, Ξj). Using this with (3.28)χ
and (3.19) we obtain
q\h, t
o
; x, V,Φ V + I) = q\h, to; x, vsφι(t0, tx; x, si))
= Vtφi(<o, ίi, *, Bi) = X\ ,
P\k, hi x> V,Φ»+i) =/>1(ίi, <oί *. V ^ ί o , ίi; *, Bί)) = Bi
Hence, we get (3.25). Next, we use
in (3.19). Then, we get from (3.28), and (3.19)
Hi) =
Bί"1) = ί"1, HO)
= Bί.
Hence, we get (3.26).
We prove (3.27); by the induction. Since (3.27)i is (3.25), we suppose
(3.27), and prove (3.27),
 +1. From (3.27)y and (3.26) we have
= fey+1, ίi+1}(ίy+i, */, βi.-.y, A,-,y}fe ^ - , t
s
\ x, V,Φ
v+i))
= {^,^}(ί.+ 1,^.;Xί,Bί)
= {Xζ+\ Eί+1} .
Hence, we obtain (3.27)y+1. Q.E.D.
From Proposition 3.6 and Proposition 3.7 we get the following proposition.
Proposition 3.8. Assume that the set {λ;} is bounded in M([0, T];
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Sl((k+2))). Then, we have for the trajectory {g
u
...}, A,...,>} {h, P~\ σ y, v)
defined by (3.24)
(3.29)
is bounded in S°p((k+1 -/)) for \ 7' | = / ^
is bounded in SP
{1 p)(/
 *
 1}
 for \ji\ = I
is boundedin Sιp({k+l-l)) for \ψ\ = l^
x'-*-Vfσr \ψ\ =is bounded in
Now, we turn to study the commutative law for ^-products of phase
functions. Let {λy}yLi be a bounded set of real symbols λy(ί, x, ξ) in M([0, T];
*Sp((3))) and let φy(jf, s; x, ξ)^3?p(c\t—s\) be the phase function corresponding
to λy(ί, x, ξ). For the multi-product (3.18) we commute φj and φy+1 and denote
(3.30) Φ
v
1; x, ξ) = (φfa,
for (t0,
We put an assumption: There exist real symbols aj(t, x, ξ) in M([0, T] 5p((l)))
and αj(ί, x, ξ) in M([0, Γ ] ; S°p) such that
(3.31) {τ-λy, τ-\j+1} = aj{t, x, ξ)(\j-\J+1)+a'j(t, x, ξ).
Then, we have
Theorem 3.92). Let {λy(ί, *, f)}7-i Ac α iowwώrf set in Λf([0, Γ]; 5J((3)))
tf fc/ feί φy(ί, ^ Λ?, ξ)^3?p(c\t—s\) (with some c) be the phase function corresponding
to λy. We assume that (3.31) holds and that the sets {a^\ and {aft are bounded
in Λf([0, T]; S°p((ί))) and Λf([0, T]; *SJ), respectively. For any v, j (^v) and
(hi ί v + 1 )EΛ H 1 (Γ 0 ) (/or some 7^) «;e consider the multi-products Φv+1(£0, ?v+1)
α/zίί Φ
v
+i;/*(» ^v+1) o/(3.18) βwi (3.30). Then, there exists a constant T'
o
 inde-
pendent of v such that the following hold:
I) We can find for any v and j (^Lv) a symbol ΩVfy(ί0> ^+1> x> ?) ^n
1(Γί,); S°p; 1) «/^ A ί t o it satisfies
2) The idea of the proof is found in Section 1 of [10], where the theorem is proved for the
case of a
mtk=a'mtk=0. In [13] Morimoto proved this theorem in the case of amtk(ty x, <f) =
a
m
,k(t) and a'm,k(ttx, ζ)=0.
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(3.32)
(3.33)
and
(3.34)
Φ
v + 1 ;
tly , tj.lf th 1, - , ίv+1; x, ξ)
ζ)
with some ψvj(t0, ?v+1, x, ξ) satisfying
(3.35) ,K;(Ό, ?V + 1; ^, f )^(Av + i (T ' o ) ; S°; 0)
and
(3.36) Ψ V./ΞO if a'j = 0.
II) Λ Ao/ώ ίΛαί
v.y} j/,/,(f
o
,Γv+i) M bounded in S°p((l))
(3.37) {9 (
f;
o
j
v + 1 )Ω v > i} v J Λ is bounded in
/or | 7 v + 1 | =
can find a constant A6 independent of v such that we have
(3.38) |9,/lv,;+l
REMARK. In [10] and [13] the commutative law for multi-#-products
follows from the commutative law for ^-products between two phase functions,
since {Ω
v>; } are determined only by (t, ?v+1). In our case we emphasize that
we cannot apply the above method because {Ω
v
j} depend also on x and ξ.
We begin the proof with finding ΩVfy(ί0» *v+1*> x> f) satisfying (3.32)-(3.34).
To simplify the notation below, we use (ί, θ, s) or (£, ω, s) instead of (ίy_i, ίy, ίy+i)
and write
Φ
v
+i(ί, ω, ί) = Φ
v
+i(ί, ω, ί; ??'v+1, x9 ξ)
Φ
v
where ?5' v + 1 =(ί 0 , ..., ίy_2, tj+29 —, ίv + 1) when z/^2. Now, we set
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(3.39) ψ=φVJ(t, θ, s) = Φ v + 1 . /*, θ, ί )-Φ v + i ( ί , Ω, s)
and seek the symbol Ω=Ω(ί, θ, s; £? v + 1, x, ξ) (=Ω
v>/f0, —, ί, _2, ί, (9, s, tj+2, —,
ί
v
+iJ *, ξ)) such that -ψ belongs to M(Sl; 0) and Ω satisfies
(3.32)' s^Ω(t, θ, s)^t,
(3.33)' Ω(t,t,s) = s, Cl(t,s,s) = t.
Here, we suppress the domain of (t0, •• ,ί, _2, t, θ, s, tJ+2, " ,ί v + 1) and write
M(Sl; 0) instead of writing M({0^ί
ϊ + 1 ^ — ^ tj+2^s£θ^t^tj.2^ — g ί o ^ Γo}
Sp , 0). In the following we also suppress domains of t0> •' ,tj.2, t, θ, ω, s,
tj+z, •••, tv+1 and use the notation M(S"; k) if no confusion occurs.
Let {XI, ΞftiLiΞ {Xk
v
, Ξa*-i(ί, α>, *5 ?5'v+\ *, I) be the solution of
(3.40)
ξ
k
 = V,φ4+1(f4, «*+,; «*, ξM), k=ί,..-, v
= *)
and let {3%, Hj}ϊ_i= {JfJ, Ξ;}ϊ_i(ί, θ, s; ?? v + 1, *, f) be the solution of
«* =
(3.41) #'"" =
, ί*+i; **, ξ
t+1)
For convenience, we set
t, x,ξ) = 0,
Then, we have from (3.20)
(3.42) 6,* = ( 8 ( / _ ^ v + 1 ; j)(t, θ,
= λy+1(ί, Xi~\ Ξί-^
—9
ω
Φ
v+1(ί, Ω, s)dtCί .
When j ^>2, we use the trajectory {tfi,...,/-i, A, . ,y-i}(*o> ^
by (3.24). Then, we have from Proposition 3.7
(3.43) ίfe.-.^A.-.i-1}fe/'-,«;*,v,ΦM.0=1
=ξ ίy-i = *, ί/ = β, ίy+1 = ί) .
,Φ»+1(ί, ω, * ) , Ξv° = V t Φ ϊ + 1 s /ί, β, * ) .
-(8,y_,Φv + 1)(ί, Ω, ί)-9.Φ»+ 1(ί, Ω, ί)3(Ω
λy-xίί, Xί"1, ΞΓ1)
1
, Hί-'J-λy-iίί, XΓ1, Si"1)} ,
ω=o
> *y-2> ^ ίJ) ΐ ) defined
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Hence, if we set
V~\ t; z, ζ)) (j^2)
λy belongs to M(Sj>; 2) from Proposition 3.8 and satisfies
(3.44) I ^ t ; toy *J2> x> V * Φ v + 1 ) = {χJ+ι-χJ-i} (^ Xί'1* Bvjλ) >
I λ X ^ 0^> t3~2y χy V
Λ
Φ
v
+l;y) = {λy+1 —λy_i} (t, Xί'1, Ξ^" 1)
((t;t0, tj-2) = t for j= 1).
Define the symbol Λy(ω)=Λy(ω; t, θ, sy ?5'v+1, x, ξ) in M(5°; 1) by
(3.45) Λy(ω) = I V^j(t; tOi tj~2, x, σVΛΦv+i;y(^ #> ^  ??'v+1, <^ , I)
+(l-σ)V,Φ
v + i( f , ω , ί; ?? v + 1 , *, f))iσ .
Then, we can write
(3.46) λy(ί; ί0, I''2, Xy VχΦV+l;j(ty θy S)) = Xy(i*, ίQ, ί^ "2, X, YχΦV+l(ty ω, ί))
+Λy(ω) (V
Λ
Φ
v +i; y(ί, <?, ί) —V,Φv+i(ί, ω, ί)) .
From (3.39) we have
(3.47) V
x
ψ = VjΦv+i;/*, (9, ί)—V
x
Φ
v
+i(ί, Ω, ί)—3
ω
Φ
v + 1 (ί, Ω, ί)VΛΩ .
Hence, from (3.42), (3.44), (3.46) and (3.47) we have
(3.48) 3,-ψ1 = Xj(t t0) V~2y Xy VxΦv+i j(t, θy s))—%j(t ί0, ? ;"2, x, VJCΦV+I(^ Ω, ί))
= Ay(Ω) V , ψ - 8 . Φ
v + i ( ί , Ω, s) [9<Ω-Λ y(Ω).V IΩ]
ζ~ Bί~ )
Let {^ ;, p'} (t, s; yy η) be the solution of (3.6) with λ replaced by λy and set
λ°(σ, t; y,
 V) (=λ?(σ, t; y, y))= {λy-λy+1} (σ, {q*9 pj} (σ, t y, 97)). Then, as
the proof of Corollary of Theorem 2.3 in [11] we get from (3.31)
(3.49) ψ = {τ-λy, τ-λy+1} (o , fo>, /»'} (σ, ί; J, ,))
Off
= β/o , {^ P*} (o , ί; % 7))λ°(σ, ί; >-, 9)+β}(σ, ({?J',^} (o , t y,
 v
))
and the solution λ°(σ, ί j , T?) of (3.49) has the form
(3.50) \°(σ,t;y,
 v
)
= λ°(ω, t y,
 v
) exp(%(<r\ {q',p'} (σ', t;y,
 v
))dσ'
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+£(exp J*«/,/', tf,pϊ) {</', t y,
 v
))d<τ")
From (3.25)-(3.26) and (3.20) we get
and
(3.51) \°(tj, tj-! X{-\ Bί"1)= {λ,-λ,
 +1} (ίy, Xζ, Bi) = -
with tj=ω and tj-1=t. Set
(3.52) aj(ω) = α, (ω; t, s, ?? v + 1, *, ξ)
= exp Γβ/o ', { ,^ /,'} (σ', ί; XΓ 1, H Γ 1 ) ) ^ '
and
(3.53) a'j(ω) = a'j(ω; t, s, iy+\ x, ξ)
; 1))
', W, pj} (σ\ t\ X{'\ Bi~ι))dσf (^M(S°P; 0)) .
Then, we obtain from (3.48), (3.51) and (3.50) with σ=f, y=X'ί'1 and
 v
=
(3.54)
ί, Ω,
Consider the equation with respect to Ω:
(3.55) 9,Ω-Λ/Ω) V*Ω-α/Ω) = 0
with the initial condition
(3.56) ΩU β β = s .
Since (3.55) is a quasi-linear equation, we may solve the ordinary differential
equation
(3.57)
% =-Atf; t, θ, s, Pj ™, ?, ξ),
at
at
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Lemma 3.10. There exists a constant TO' such that the equation (3.57)
has a solution {f, 2} (t, θy s; t)^\ x, ξ) in M(S°P; 1) for (ty θ, s; tfv+1) with 0 ^
s^θ^t^TΌ' (and t0^T'o') and {f, 2} satisfy
(3.58) ί •««.«• «»>
V
 ' [2(t,s,s)=t
and
(3.59)
V
 ' dy
with a constant A
Ί
 independent of v.
Admitting this lemma for a moment, we continue the proof of the theorem.
Take TΌ(^TΌ') such that TOA7<1. Then, from (3.59) the equation
(3.60) r(ty θy sy ty+\ Ϋyξ) = x
has a solution Ϋ(t> θ, s; £y'v+1, xy ξ) satisfying
(3.61) Ϋ(ty θy s; *5' v + 1, x, ξ)-o
when O^s^θ^t^To^ In the following the inequality O^s^θ^t^TΌ always
holds. Set
(3.62) Ω(ί, θ, s; ϊy+\ x, ξ) = Z(t, θ, s; t^+\ Ϋ(t, θ, s; tf*+\ x, ξ), ξ).
Then, ίl(t, θ, s) is a solution of (3.55)-(3.56). From (3.56) and (3.58) Ω(ί, (9, s)
satisfies (3.32)'-(3.33)'.
For the solution Ω(ty θ, s) of (3.55)—(3.56) the equation (3.54) is reduced
to the equation
(3.63) dtψ = ΛχΩ) VWr-αJ(Ω).
On the other hand, the equation
(3.64) ψ,,_ = 0
holds, since we have from (3.33)' and (3.21)
, β, J) = Φv+i /β, β, ί)-Φ
v+i(fl, J, ί)
j+2> " " > *v+i)
j+2) *"y ^v+l)
, s)}
= 0 .
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Hence, if we set β
s
{t, θ, s; ίj ™, x, f)=α}(Ω(ί, θ, s; ??•*« x, ξ); t, s, if™, x, ξ),
the symbol ψ can be written in the form
(3.65) ψ = - Γ/3/σ, θ, s; ?J *« ?{σ, θ,s; $•*« Ϋ(t, θ,s; if™, x, ξ), ξ), ξ)d
σ
 ,
Jθ
where Ψ and Ϋ are defined by Lemma 3.10 and (3.60). Hence, ψ belongs to
M(S°p, 0) and is identically zero when αy = 0. Consequently, we have proved I)
in the theorem. From the above discussions we also get (3.37).
For the proof of (3.38) we set Ω,(f, (9, s)=d9ίl(t9 θ, s; ?J'V+1, x, ξ). Then,
from (3.55)
(3.66) 8A(ί, θ, s) = Λy(Ω) VA+/3K^ θy s)
holds with
βftt, θ, s)=β',{t, θ, s; tr+\ x, ξ) = 9(,(ΛχΩ)).Vi[Ω+8β(α; (Ω)).
On the other hand, writing
(3.67) Ω(ί, θ, s) = ί+JV/Ω(σ, θ, s); σ, θ, s, tf^\ x, ξ) V
x
Ω(<r, θ, s)
+aχΩ(
σ
, θ, s) a, s, ίj ™ *,
we have
(3.68) Ω,
β
(θ, θ, s) = - α / ί ; 5, s, ?? v + 1, «f, f) = -exp ί*α; rf<r ,
since V*Ω(0, ^, ί ) = 0 from (3.67). Hence, as in (3.65) we can write
(3.69) α(*, ,^ s) = Ω9(θ, θ, s)+fe'fa θ, s; ?? v+1, r(σ9 θ, s; ??'v+
Ϋ(t, θ, s; tr+\ x, ξ), ξ), ξ)dσ
and get (3.38) from (3.68)-(3.69). This completes the proof of Theorem 3.9.
REMARK. If aj(t, x, ξ) is identically zero, the solution Ω of (3.55)—(3.56) is
Ω = t-θ+s.
This corresponds to the result in Theorem 1.10 of [10].
Proof of Lemma 3.10. We solve (3.57) by the Picard's method of succes-
sive approximation. For simplicity we suppress the dependence of ?y'v+1 and j
and write Λ(ω; t, θ, s, x> ξ) and a(ω; t, s, x> ξ) instead of writing Λy(ω; t> θ, s,
??'v+1, x, ξ) and aj(ω; t, s, ϊ^+\ x, ξ). Define {f<"\ 2^} (t)= {r<N\ 2™} (ί, θ,
s; x, ξ), N=0, 1, 2, .-, by
(3.70) r*\t) = y, 2<»(t) = t-θ+s ,
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); σ, θ, s, f <w>(σ), ξ)d<r ,
); σ, s,
(3.71)
In order for {f^N+1\ 2^N+1))(t) to be well-defined, we must prove
(3.72) s^Z<N\t9θ9s;x,ξ)£t.
But, (3.72) is derived from 2<N\t, t, s)=s,
(3.73)* -
and
Hence, we shall prove (3.73)^, (3.74)^ and
(3 J5)N I dθr(N) I ^  ^48 wίώ ίom^ A8>0 (independent of v)
by the induction. From (3.52) a(t; t, s> x, ξ)=l holds. Hence, using (3.7
we get (3.74)#. In fact, we have
, s, s) - s+[ α^^V* s, s); σ, s, f'^V), ξ)dσ
Js
Now, we prove (3.73)*. Since Λ, a<=M(S°p; 1) and |α(ω; t> s, xy ξ)—1|
χ(t—ω), we have
= I - {a(s;θ,s,y,ξ)-l} + \'de{α^"1 V.θ ts) tσ,st1*''-1\σ,θ,s),ζ)}dσ\
^ C1(θ-s)+C2(t-θ)
by using (3.73)^-1 and (3.75)^_!. Hence, if T'd is small enough, we obtain
and (3.73)^ when O^s^θ^tt^TΌ'. Similarly, we can prove (3.75)^ by using
(3.73)*.! and (3.75)*_!. Consequently, by the induction the functions {r(N\
&N)}(t,θ,s;y,ξ) are well-defined and satisfy (3.72) and (3.73)*-(3.75)* for
O^s<^θ^t^TΌ' if TO' is small enough.
As usual we can prove
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with a constant C independent of N. Hence, we obtain the desired symbols
2(t, θys;y, ξ) and r(t, 0, s; y, ξ) as limits of {*<">} and {r(iV)}. From (3.72)
and (3.74)^ we get (3.58). Moreover, we can easily prove I G M ( S J ; 1), fG
M(S°P; 1) and (3.59). Q.E.D.
REMARK. If a fa, x, ξ) in (3.31) are functions of only t, we can relax the
conditions in Theorem 3.9 as the following: Assume Xfay x, J ) G M ° ( [ 0 , T1];
Sl((2)))nC\[09 T]xR2») and
{T—λy, T—\ j + 1 } = aft) (\j—\j+1)+a$(t, x, ξ)
with C°-functions a fa) and symbols a'fa, xy ξ) in M°([0, Γ]; SJ). Then, for
the function Ω
v>y determined by
Λv./ = « 7 ' ( ^ f e - O - β i ί ^ + ^ y + i ) ) (cf. (2.20) of [13])
with αy(ί)=((exρfέϊy(ί)Λ)Λ the results (3.34)-(3.35) holds. In fact, we first
prove (3.34)—(3.35) for i/=l by the method of proving Theorem 3.9. Then,
the result (3.34)—(3.35) for any v will be derived by the method of proving
Theorem 1.7' and Theorem 1.8' in [11]. It seems to us that we cannot prove
(3.35) directly from (3.63)-(3.64) when v^2 and λ ; GM°([0, Γ\; £J((2))), since
Λ/ω) of (3.45) may not belong to M(S°P; 1) when v^2.
4. Fundamental solutions for hyperbolic systems. In this section
we prove Theorem 4 by using Theorem 1 and Theorem 3.9. First, we con-
struct the fundamental solution E(t, s) of the Cauchy problem
j_Π/(ί) 0 on[0,T],
(
 • ' { 1/(0) = U.
for the hyperbolic operator X of (1). Let φ
m
(t, s) = φ
m
(t, s; x, ξ) be the phase
function corresponding to X
m
{t> x, ξ). Set M
v
={μ=(ml9 •••, mv); m — l, •••, /}
(v=ί, 2, •••) and denote
(4.2) Φvf<fθ(*> tl9 — , ^_ ! , s;x,ξ)
(ί, s)) = 1).
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Proposition 4.1. Let 1/2^p^l. Assume that X
m
(t, xy ξ) in (1) belong to
M°([0, Γ]; SJ((2))) and b
mk(ty xy ξ) in (1) belong to M°([0, Γ]; SJ). ΓΛβn, */ie
fundamental solution E(t, s) of the Cauchy problem (4.1)/or ίAe hyperbolic system
(1) £#w fo represented in the form
(4.4) 27(ί, ί) = I
φ
(t, s)+ \Ί
Φ
(t, θ) { ± W
mΛm
φ,
T
o) and wm(t, s; x, ξ) = σ{WmΛm(ty s)) and wvM)(t, Γ~\ s; x> ξ) =
>φV)CW (t, Γ"1, s)) ( Γ ' ^ ί ί i , —, ίv-i)) sαώ/y the following: There exists a
constant C
o
 independent of v such that the set {w
m
} U {C0~vwv^)} is bounded in S°p.
Moreover, if \M(t, x, ξ) belong to M([0, T]; SJ((2))) and bmk(t, xy ξ) belong to
M([0, Γ]; SJ), rteii, setting M(Z; S°p) = ?)Mk(Z; S?-p>k) (=M(Z; S°p; 0)),
the symbols w
m
(t, s; x, ξ) and ^
v
,(μ)(^ ?v~\ ^  >^ f) (^^2, / i E f
v
) m (4.4) belong
to M(Δ0(Γ0); SJ!) αni ^ (Δv-^Γ,); S?), respectively, and there exists a constant
C
o
 independent of v such that for any 7V=(7O, Ti, •••, Ύv) with 70H \~Ύ*=k the
set {O
o
-ψ(φ-ijS)iϋ,M)} is bounded in S^K Here, A0(To)={(t, s);0^s^t^To}
and A,(TO)L{(U\S); O^s^t,^ - ^t^t^
REMARK. By virtue of Theorem 1 we can take smoothing operators in
Sobolev spaces away from the expression (3.17) in [10].
Proof. We fix a constant T
o
 such that T0^T2 and To^τ°lcojo. Here,
T2 is the constant in Section 3, τ° is the constant defined by (2.58) and cojo
is the constant in Proposition 3.4 for /=7 0 (the integer defined in Proposition
2.2). Operate X to (4.3). Then, we have
(4.5) Xl
Φ
(ty s) = RΦ(t, s)
for
(4.6) R
Φ
(t,s) = ±R
mtΦm(tys),
where R
mΦm
(t, s) is a matrix of Fourier integral operators with phase function
φjt, s; x,'ξ) and its symbol r
m
(t, s;x,ξ) belongs to M°(Δ0(Γo); s{) (c.f. Theorem
2.2 of Chap. 10 in [8]). From (4.5) we see that the fundamental solution E(t, s)
for X, as the continuous operator from the Sobolev space H
σ
 into itself for any
fixed real σ, is constructed in the form
(4.7) E(t, s) = I
φ
(ty s)+ [ l ^ θ)Σ TFv(0, s)dθ .
J v i
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Here, {W
v
(t, ί)}~.
x
 are defined by
( W1(t, s) = -iRφ(t, s),
(4-8) ,,
{ TΓ
v+1(ί, s) = W1(t, Θ)W,(Θ, s)dθ, v = 1, 2, ... .
Js
Set
wM(ί, ί; x, ξ) = — *>„,(*, s; x, ξ) {m = 1, •••, / ) .
Then, W^{t, s) for z>^2 can be written in the form
( {t, s) = ΓT1...^—fFΐ")(ί,
 tl, -.., ίv_lf ί)Λv_i... Λ, (ί0 = ί),(4.9) \ J J J
with WMtφm(t> s)=zvfHιφJti s; X, Dx). Consequently, we get the first assertion
of the theorem by applying Theorem 1.
Next, we assume λ
m
e M ( [ 0 , T]; SJ((2))) and b
mk<=M([0, T\\ S°p). Then,
the symbols r
m
(t, s; x, ξ) in (4.6) belong to M(A0(To); S°p). Consequently, we
get the second assertion of the theorem, when we use the expression (4.9),
Proposition 3.6 and the discussions in Section 2. Q.E.D.
Now, we prove Theorem 4. First, we assume the condition (I). Since
the expression (4.4) holds including the case p = l / 2 , by the method of proving
Theorem 3 in [13] we can prove Theorem 4 under the condition (I) not only
in the case of l /2</>^l but also in the case of p=l/2. We note that in Theo-
rem 3 of [13] only the case p=\ was treated. Next, we consider Theorem 4
under the condition (II). For the proof we prepare the following three pro-
positions.
First, we shall restate Theorem 3.9 in our use. For μ=(mlf •••, mh mJ+lJ
• ••, m
v
)^M
v
 we change the order of nij and mj+1 and set μ(j)=(mlf •••, m^ly
mJ+ly mJy mj+2y •••, mv). We note that Φv,(/o(f, P~\ s) = ΦvM)(t, ? v - 1 , s; xy ξ)
and Φv>o»(*, P~\ ί) = ΦVfMy))(^ ^~\ s; xy ξ) have the forms Φv.(/t)(ί, ϊv~\ s)
=φ
mi{ty h)%-*Φmfa-i> *j)UmJ+ι(tj, tj+1)#.~#φmfa-l9 s) and ΦvMj»(t, t"-\ s)
=φ
mi(t> O # m"#ΦmJ+1(tj-ι> tj)#Φ*j(tj> tj+i)# ••"#Φ*v(ί*-i> s)- T n e n > from Theo-
rem 3.9 we obtain
Proposition 4.2. Let X
m
(ty x, ξ)y m=l, •••, /, belong to M([0, T];
Assume for any m and k the equation (18) holds with a
mk(ty xy ξ) and a'mk(ty xy ξ)
in (17). Then, if we take a sufficiently small constant T'
o
 (independent of v)y
there exist symbols Ω
v
(μ)>y(ί, ? v - 1 , s; xy ξ) in itf(Δv-i(Γo); Sl\ 1) and ψv,(μ>)j(ty t^~ιy
s; xy ξ) in M(Δ v -i(^o); Si) for any v (^2)yj(^v-\) and μ<=Mv such that they
satisfy
(4 .10) ίy + i^Ωv.(μ) .y( ί , P-\ s; x, f ) ^ ί y - i (to = tyt, =
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(4.11) Ω*t(μ.)j\tj=tj_1 = tj+ly Ωv,(μ)j\tj=tj + ι = tj-l >
(4.12) ΦVf(μ(y))(ί, tl9 —, tj-u th tj+1, —, *v-i, ^  *, ξ)
I {Ωv»,y} w bounded in S°p,{9[^v-i55)Ωv,(μ),; } M bounded in S^'^k^ fσr\ψ\=k^\,&Tφ-\s)ψv>w>ά is bounded in S?~?)k f o r \ ψ \ = k
and
(4.14) \dhn^j+l\^A6(t-s)
for a constant A6 independent of v.
Proposition 4.3. In Proposition 4.2 we assume, furthermore, that the con-
stant TO satisfies A6T'O ^ 1/2. Then, the equation
(4.15) ω = Ωvf(μ).y(ί, tu - , ίy-!, β, ίy+1, - , ίv-!, ίj X, ξ) (l^j^V-1)
has the inverse θ=θ
vM)J(t, tly —, iy_lf ω, ίy+1, —, ίv-i, ί; x, ξ) satisfying tj+1^
ί {θ
v
.(μ).y} w i o r a ώ i in Sp°((l)),
Proof. Set
ej? = { Θ ( ί , /
x
, •••, ^ _!, ω , tj+ly •••, ί v - i , *; ^,
and consider a mapping Γ = Γ
v>(μ)>; : c^3Θ->G=Γ(Θ)e<_^ defined by
(4.17) G = G{t, tly —, ^_!, ω , ίy+i, —, ίv_i, ί; Λ, f)
Since /y+i^θ^ίy-x for θ^cJL the mapping Γ is well-defined. From (4.11),
(4.14) and A^Tί^lβ we get for G=Γ(Θ) with Θ G J
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I (~*. / _ 1 _ O , » (f . . . / < d •/• .a
(4.18) j
 =
 _ . - • " . ' *
| 8 . G + 1 | =
—-2= 1
and
(4.19) tJ+1 = G i ^ ^ ^ G ^
by θωG^O. This shows that the mapping Γ: Jt->Jl is into. We define a
sequence {Θ(N)}N^O in JL by
Then, from (4.14) and A^To^\\2 we get for some constant C independent of
N
Consequently, we can find the desired solution θ=θVfo*),y of (4.15) as the
limit of the sequence {θ(iV)}3?-o. Consider the equation (4.15). Then, we
get (4.16) by the usual method. Q.E.D.
Proposition 4.4. Let p(t, Γ"1, s; x, ξ) belong to Λf(Δ
v
-i(Γ); S°μ) and let
{ΘN(ty Γ"1,^; x, ξ)}%=i and {gN(t, Γ"1, s; x, £)}35-i be sequences in M(Av-i(T);
S°p; 1) and M(A*-i(T); S°p), respectively. Assume
( {®N} is bounded in S°p((ί)),
(4.20) j {d^-i}S)eN} is bounded in S?-™*-1* for \ψ\ = k^ίy
' idTφ-\s)gN} is bounded in S?~»k for\ψ\ = k.
For a fixed sequence {JN}N=I (l^jN^v—l), we set inductively
(4.21) p N ( t , t*-\ s;xyξ)
— pN-l\t> h> "•> ^ - 1 > ® N \ t > t y S*y Xy ζ ) y t j N + \ y •'•> tv-1,
s; ocy ξ)gN(t, P~\ s; x, ξ) (po=p;to = ty U = s) .
Then, for any k there exists a constant Ck independent of N and v such that
(4.22) IMiO)£C,*||/>||ί°\
where \\pψ= max max laL-v-.
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We can prove this proposition by the induction.
Using these propositions and the discussions for the proof of Theorem
3 in [13] we can reduce (4.4) to the finite sum expression
(4.23) ±
Σ+  Σ
with some T
o
 {^T'
o
) and symbols σ(PΓ
v
>)iΦViCIO)'in ΛΓ(Δv-i(Γ,); 5°) ( l ^ i ^ Z ) ,
where M° = {μ=(mly •••, m v)GM v; m 1 <w 2 < <mv} (2-^v^l). This proves
Theorem 4.
REMARK. When we use the remark at the end of Section 3, we can prove
Theorem 4 under the condition (I) with (16) replaced by
(16)' {r-\
my τ - λ j = akJ(t) ( λ w - λ , 0 + < * ( * , x, ξ).
Here, a
mk(t) are continuous functions of t and α«t*(ί, x, ξ) are symbols in M°
([0, T]; S°p). This result contains the one studied in [5]. In [5] Ichinose
proved this when a
mk(t)~{) and /—2. But, he did not discuss the convergence
of the symbols c^PF^cμ)^^) derived from the successive approximation.
As a corollary of Theorem 4 we get immediately from the expression (4.23)
and Theorem 3.14 of Chap. 10 of [8]
Corollary 4.5. In Theorem 4 we assume, furthermore, that the symbols
X
m
(t, x, ξ) are homogeneous for large \ ξ \. Then, for the solution U(t) of the Cauchy
problem (4.1) we have
(4.24) WF( U(ή) c Conic hull of Tt
for the wave front set WF(U(t))= \J WF(u
m
(t)) of I7(ί)='(ιι1(ί)> —, uft)\ which
is defined in [4].
In (4.24) Γ, is defined by
(4.25) Γ, = {{?
βlt...fβv, ίβli....«v} (*, *i, -> fv-i; J>> v)\ K , - , O < Ξ M V ° ,
v= 1, - , /, O^fv-!^ - ^t^t, (y,
 V)(ΞWF(UO)
for large \
v
\} (t
o
 = t)
for the trajectory {qMl,...,my, pMi9....mJ (ί, ίi, —, U.x\y, rj) ((mlt —, wv)^MS) de-
termined by the following: Let {q
m
^ p
mv
} {t\ y, η) be the solution of
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(4.26) % = -V|λM v(ί, q, p), f = VΛ v (ί , q, P)i {?, p) U=o = ίj> v) •
at at
Then, {?«,,...,„„, Pmk, -,m^} (*, h> —, ίv-Γ,y, 17) is defined as the solution of
( 4 . 2 7 )
In [13] Morimoto has obtained Corollary 4.5 by a different method. In
the condition of Corollary 4.5 the symbols X
m
(t, x, ξ) belong to M([0, T]; S\t0).
But using the discussions in Section 3 of [5] we can prove the property: As-
sume that there exist continuous functions X°
m
(t, xy ξ), tn=l, •••, /, which have
Lipschitz continuous derivatives with respect to x and ξ for \ξ \ ^ 1 , are homo-
geneous of order 1 with respect to ξ and satisfy for some κ<ί
(4.28) -M
Then, the property (4.25) holds with X
m
(t, x, ξ) replaced by X°
m
(t, x, ξ) in (4.26)-
(4.27). Here, we need not assume the homogeneity of X
m
(t, x, ξ).
Finally, we shall study examples in Introduction. First, we consider (19).
The characteristic roots are X±(x, ξ) = ± \/ak(x) \ ξ | , which are C^-class with
Lipschitz continuous derivatives of (>fe— l)-st order for | f | 2^1 . We approxi-
mate λ + ( * , ξ) and λ . ( * , ξ) by λ ^ , ξ)=(ak(x) \ ξ\2+ψ2 and X2(x, ξ)=-(ak(x) \ξ\2
+ 1)1/2, respectively. Then, setting ρ=\ — \jk, X
λ
(x, ξ) and λ2(#, ζ) belong to
Sl((fή) (c.f. §4 of [3]) and we can find pseudo-differential operators B and Br
in S°p such that (19) has the form
(4.29) L
x
 = (Dt-X2(Xy Dx)+B) (D^X^X, Dx)-B)+B'.
Hence, the study for the operator (19) is reduced to the study for the system
JC0 of the form
X1(XfDx) 0 1 Γ-J5 - 1
0 X2(X,Dx)j[_ B' B
Since the system (4.30) is involutive, that is,
(4.31) {τ-λ
x
, τ - λ 2 } = 0
holds, the fundamental solution of (19) is constructed in the form
(A Ύ)\ Wί Λ. (f ς\-\-Wn * (f <Λ—1— \ W9
 Λ
, (t 0 cW/9
We note that in the case of k^3 we can apply the approximation theory in
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[9] in order to reduce (19) to (4.30) with p=(k-ί)l(k+l).
Next, we consider (20). The characteristic roots are X±(x> ξ)=±a(x1)
x(?i2+tf(#i)2l?22)1/2> which are of C^-class with Lipschitz continuous derivatives.
Set
(4.33) μ(x, ξ) = {ξ
ι
2+a(x1)2ξ22+<g>}1*
and approximate X+(x, ξ) and λ_(#, ξ) by Xx(x, ξ)=a(x1)μ(x, ξ) and X2(xy ξ)=
—a(x1)μ(x, ξ). Then, we can prove by the method of [15] that Xm(x, ξ), m—
1, 2, belong to S}/2((2)) and that (20) can be reduced to the system (4.30) with
appropriate pseudo-differential operators B and B' in S\/2. In this case we also
have (4.31) and the fundamental solution of (20) can be constructed in the
form (4.32). For the operator (21) its characteristic roots are X+(x, ξ)=a(x1)2ξ1
±#(#i)2(£i2+tf(#i)2|;22)1/2 of class C2. Hence, if we approximate X+(x, ξ) and
λ_(*, ξ) by X,{xy ξ)=a{xiγζ1+a{x1)2μ{x9 ξ) and X2(x, ξ)=a{x1)2ξ1-a{x1)2μ{x9 ξ)
with the aid of μ(x> ξ) in (4.33), the symbols X
m
(x, ξ) belong to S\/2((3)) and
satisfy
(4.34) {τ-λ l f τ-χ2} = alt2(x, ξ) (Xx-X2)
with a symbol a12(x, ξ) in 5?/2((l)). The operator (21) can also be reduced
to a system (4.30) with pseudo-differential operators B and Br in 5?/2. Hence,
the fundamental solution of (21) can be obtained in the form (4.32).
In three examples (19), (20) and (21) the characteristic roots X±(x, ξ) and
the corresponding approximated symbols λ^(^, ξ), m=l, 2, satisfy (4.28) with
\ ϊ = \ + , \2=λ_ and /e=l/2. Hence, from the statement after Corollary 4.5
we get
(4.35) WF(u(ή) c Conic hull of Γ,
for the solution u(t) of
w h e r e Γ ( ί ) ι = { [ Q , P} (t,s y ,
 v
) 0 ^ s ^ t , ( y , y)<= WF(u0) U W F ( U l ) for large \v\}
for the trajectory {Q, P} (t, s;y,η) denned by the following: Let {q,p} (t y, η)
be the solution of
Then, {Q, P} (t, s y, η) is denned as the solution of
J ί, Q, P), ^ = V,λ+(ί. Q, P)
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